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EDITOR’S CORNER
by Ruth Z. Deming, MGPGP, Founder/Director,
New Directions Support Group, Abington, PA
What a pleasure it is
receiving the fascinating stories
that appear in this yearly issue
of The Compass. Although
we dub it “a mental health
magazine,” the stories are so
diverse – the rigors of kidney
dialysis, the effectiveness of acupuncture, a poet’s
thoughts about a tree stump who still thinks she’s
alive – it’s likely we can squeeze nearly everything
into the mental health category. Well, maybe not
everything. Probably not the latest Swimsuit issue
of Sports Illustrated with Hannah Davis.
Many brave souls wrote about difficult
conditions for this issue – incest, drug addiction,
and inability to stop stuffing themselves with
food. We commend their bravery and know our
readers will find inspiration from these stories to
carry on with their own challenges.
For those of you new to the Compass, it’s
the “armchair support group” of New Directions
Support Group, which I founded in 1986, after
my diagnosis of Bipolar Disorder, which lasted
20 years and then fled, for unknown reasons, on
the midnight train to nowhere.
Our group has expanded over the years
and we’re proud of the many programs and
events we sponsor. Check our website –
NewDirectionsSupport.org – to view our latest
schedule.
We just added “Movie Night” at Elissa’s
home in Plymouth Meeting. These Friday night
get-togethers offer fellowship and a way to make
new friends.
We are also peddling our green “Mental
Health Awareness” magnets, which sit snugly
on the back of your car or the side of your
refrigerator. If interested in purchasing one for
$10, email me at Ruth Deming at Comcast.
net. Group discounts available. Yeah, I can just
imagine Bill Gates ordering a million.
Within these pages, we feature several articles
about suicide. We honor my late friend Frank
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Wolfe, who took his own life after years of both
physical and emotional suffering, by publishing
selections from his last chapbook (small poetry
book). As we say at New Directions, only those
of us who have felt the agony of depression, as
distinct from feeling sad or having the blues,
know what the pull of suicide is like. A maelstrom
pulling you down down down.
Why is New Directions the positive, effective
support group it is? Because of the people we
attract and our wonderful “small group leaders.”
You can watch us on YouTube. Simply enter “New
Directions Support” into the YouTube search
engine and you’ll see us in action.
Our amazing group leaders include Helen
Kirschner, who runs our Daytime Meetings at the
Willow Grove Giant Supermarket twice a month.
Known as better than most therapists because
she’s “lived the illness,” she will stay late to
counsel newcomers or people in distress. Her
husband Larry directed our YouTube video. And
the two of them sponsor our Annual Bonfire at
Tamanend Park in Bucks County. What’s better
than revisiting our childhoods when Helen makes
us S’Mores from our roaring fire inside the cozy
pavilion, while the stars twinkle in the sky.
Ada Moss Fleisher, my dear friend and
assistant, runs our Depression Group at our
Evening Meetings twice a month at Abington
Presbyterian Church. One of the most caring
people I know, Ada or her husband Rich visit her
mother every single day at Lillian’s nursing home.
She’s 105.
What would we ever do without Carole and
Gregory Hodges who run our Loved Ones’
Group? Family members are usually bewildered
as they enter the labyrinthine world of mental
illness and where to find help. The Hodges are
their compassionate and knowledgeable guides.
Read their report about the major concerns
of loved ones in this issue.
The other day Ada and I spoke on the phone.
We had just viewed a YouTube video made by
Montgomery County Emergency Service (MCES),
a place no one wants to go. If your mental illness
is out of control, the police or your family may
drive you to this Norristown facility until you’re
safe to go home.
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The staff at MCES made a convincing video
of the play “Our Town” by Thornton Wilder. One
notable line in the play is: “We never have time
to look at one another.” At New Directions, we
make the time to look at one another at every
single meeting and to pay attention to every one
who walks through our doors.
Personal attention. Something we all crave.
Ada told me that when she was studying to
be a speech pathologist at Emerson University in
Boston, one of her projects was to use her best
elocution from lines she chose from “Our Town.”
Her classmates – and the professor – were so
moved, they wept!
Performing. That stuck in my mind. Later this
year, on Sunday, August 23, in the Willow Grove
Giant Classroom, we’re hosting “Victory: How
Art Saves Us from Adversity.” Performers include
a stand-up comic, many poets, a dazzling dancer
and a photographer who dealt with the death
of his infant daughter by culling through old
photographs from her early years.
You’re all invited. Check our website in August
to find out details. NewDirectionsSupport. org.
And now, turn the pages and enjoy yourself.
You’ll soon find yourself in Alaska looking at
grizzlies, in Vietnam with poet Bill Wunder, and
in Scotland with poet David Subacchi.
Laugh, love and follow the light!

My Somewhat
Exciting Life
by Ellen Rosenberg
Mount Airy, PA
When Ruth asked me to write an article I said
to myself, “Oh no, I’m not the writer, that’s my
famous sister.” Once when my mother was still
alive, I went to visit her in the Assisted Living she
was in and a lady came over and asked “Oh, is
this the famous daughter?” and I said “No, I am
the infamous one.”
All that aside, the point of this article is to
talk in a semi stream of consciousness way about
how I have changed my life since the horrendous
day I was 302d into Building 50 at Norristown
Hospital. When I finally got out of there, my
social worker told me that he thought I would go
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back home and hole up in my apartment for the
rest of my life (nice).
Wrong.
I immediately went back to taking classes at
OLLI, Temple’s adult learning program. I also
called my Dean at DeVry University who agreed
to take me back as an adjunct professor.
Fast forward to October of 2013. I am dying
to get away from the winter cold for a month,
but the idea of going to Florida doesn’t appeal
to me. I never liked Florida and the thought of
spending a month alone there is not great. Well,
I have always wanted to do a volunteer vacation,
so I scan the web and find an organization which
is reasonably priced and had programs just about
everywhere. I choose to teach English to children
for a month. My friend says to me, “What are you
going to do if you get sick there?” I don’t even
want to think about it.
After 22 hours of air time, I reach my
destination: Bali, northwest of Australia. I am
like a grandmother in the group which is made
up of mainly young Chinese women. One of the
girls won’t let me walk by myself and every night
holds my arm as we walk to the bar that has a
good Internet connection.
After three weeks of teaching English to very
sweet girls and very misbehaved boys in second
grade, I am getting bored. My sister tells me I
have to go to Singapore, as she loved it so much
when she attended a writer’s conference and the
fares are cheap in Indonesia. Well the fare is not
cheap nor is the second rate hotel I book. I find
Singapore to be cold and somewhat creepy. All
the perfection and new buildings are too sterile
to me.
I come back to Plymouth Meeting after
four weeks away and the first morning home I
wake up in the familiar black fog. I tell myself
it is probably just an adjustment to being alone
again and it will pass. It doesn’t.
I spend the next three months mostly lying
in bed and getting up only to pee and have
my one peanut butter and jelly sandwich a day.
The only positive thing is I lose 15 pounds. The
“depression and anxiety diet” my sister calls it.
Then, suddenly, I snap out of it just as quickly as
it came in. For some reason, this is my pattern.
I realize that where I live is part of my problem.
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It is very isolating, has no character and is full of
unfriendly old people. I swear to myself I will
move to Mount Airy when my lease is up.
I go back to teaching and taking classes
at OLLIE and start to volunteer at Manna on
Main Street, a soup kitchen and food pantry
in Lansdale. I love it. The people who come in
every evening become a family to me.
When my lease is up I move to Mount Airy in
a great big old one bedroom apartment which
has more space than my old two bedroom
in Plymouth Meeting. I love the building, the
neighborhood and the people. I join a social
group for people in Mount Airy who are over 55.
I wake up happy every day.
As I write this, it is six days until I am in
Cusco, Peru where I will be volunteering in an
orphanage. I will be fine and when I return I will
also be fine until… but let’s not go there.

HE FOLLOWS HIS BLISS
by Lloyd Gilden, PhD
New York City
The name of my play is “Follow Your
Bliss.” I chose the title from the term coined
by Joseph Campbell, who published a
book I read many years ago, “The Power
of Myth.”Campbell discusses mythological,
religious, and psychological archetypes, which
Carl Jung, a pioneer in psychoanalysis, defined
as “an inherited unconscious idea of the human
collective” (species).
I got the idea to write the play after I saw a
one act play written by a friend of my wife, Lily
Rusek, who writes about very profound human
experiences such as mother-daughter conflicts
and a veteran suffering from PTSD. It occurred to
me one day that I wanted to share my experience
as a therapist resolving my clients’ conflicts. Then,
as I was writing the play, it occurred to me that my
interest in resolving conflict was inspired, in part,
from an enlightenment experience I had while
running in Central Park. It was one of the most
profound experiences of my life. I realized the
human potential for solidarity and being at one
with nature and the universe, i.e., following our
bliss. The experience also reinforced my interest
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in exploring how we humans can overcome our
tendency to engage in conflict.
Writing the play was time consuming,
but not that difficult. I had to learn the format
for a script, which I got from looking at one of
Lily’s plays. As for the actual writing, I used my
experience in psychodrama, in which I learned
to engage in spontaneous dramatizations of
interactions with other group members. I now
find I can be quite extemporaneous and create
situations that address deep social issues.
As I was writing the play, I asked my wife,
Kate, for her thoughts. She has extensive acting
experience, as well as in psychodrama, and has
also written screen plays. Her comments were
very helpful. After I completed the script, I also
shared it with Lily, and another friend who has
published several books. I took some of their
suggestions, but mainly followed my intuition.
I was fortunate to be introduced to a
professional director, Shela Xoregos, by my
cousin, Gerry Goodman, who has been a longtime member of the Episcopal Actors Guild,
which is where the play was performed. Shela
set up auditions with professional actors,
and we selected the cast. Then we had two
rehearsals before the actual performance, where
I was fascinated to see how actors become
the characters, and embody the thoughts
and feelings represented in the script. Most
significantly I saw myself in the character of the
psychotherapist. It concretized for me what the
role entails being a guide in the life of people
with difficult problems.
There are no words to describe how I felt at
the opening. The actors performed excellently,
including an opera singer, who closed the play
singing “Summertime” (which symbolized my
enlightenment experience). It was as if I saw my
life unfolding before my eyes.
It was a rainy Sunday afternoon, but the room
was filled with friends, family, colleagues, and some
of my clients. Afterwards, the cast sat in the front of
the stage, and I led a Q&A between the audience
and the cast, the director and myself. There were
many compliments, and, most importantly, I felt
like I had achieved a sense of connection with
everyone. I told them they are my family.
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**
From the playbill: The first reading of a new
one act play, by Lloyd Gilden presented at the
Episcopal Actors Guild Jan. 18, 2015.
Characters in the play are: Narrator; Walt,
a psychotherapist; Mary, his wife, restaurateur;
Rusty, a plumber; Johnny, his son; Susan, a
patient; Amanda, an opera singer.
Directed by Shela Xoregos. She is a freelance
director and choreographer and the artistic
director of the Xoregos Performing Company.
Lloyd Gilden is a professor emeritus of
psychology at CUNY Queens College. He has
practiced psychotherapy in New York City for 50
years. Inspired by his transcendental experience,
this is his first play.

MEDITATION
IN MY LIFE
by Pamela Bednarik
Sayville, New York
As a young child, I was raised
a vegetarian and was brought
up in a household where
vegetarianism and meditation
were in the forefront. At 6 years
old, I was already on a spiritual
path that my family followed and I traveled at
times to see our meditation teacher.
This style of life came very naturally to me and
even though I didn’t always blend in with society
at large, I always knew I was on the right path. As
a young child I suffered with many health issues
that continued into my adult years. I have many
challenges with fibromyalgia and other issues that
go along with that illness.
When I meditate it helps calm my body and
mind and makes the symptoms more tolerable.
There are many physical benefits when one
meditates. The latest scientific studies have
indicated that the practice of meditation for only
20 minutes each day can improve one’s health
and can potentially alleviate the symptoms of
more serious illnesses.
There are so many doctors and health care
practitioners that are incorporating meditation into
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the daily regimen for their patients. Meditation
has been proven to quiet the mind, lower blood
pressure, center and balance one’s emotions and
increase one’s focus mentally during times when
concentration is needed. These are just a few of
the many benefits.
The path that I am on is called “Science of
Spirituality” and the type of meditation is called
Jyoti meditation. This involves repeating a mantra
to still the mind. I have always felt so lucky to have
been born into a family that practices and values
this meditative technique.
I fondly remember, throughout my life,
watching my beautiful Grandmother meditate so
radiantly in her special meditation chair. She has
been an inspiration to me and I hope one day I
can emulate the role she played in my life to the
next generation to come.
I arrange talks all over the country on Jyoti
meditation which has been a godsend for me.
To learn more about this form of meditation
go to www. sos. org.
Note: New Directions will host Jay Kauffman
for the second time at the Willow Grove Giant
Supermarket in March. Check our website and
meditate with us.

BARRY BUSH,
HORTICULTURIST, IS
ANOTHER CASUALTY OF
LITHIUM
Barry Bush has been
on kidney dialysis since
Nov. 11, 2014. It has
been a rough road. At
57, he lives in Northeast
Philadelphia with his
third wife, Cynthia, their
9-year-old son, Luke; his
stepson Nick, 17; and
cats Tommy and Pickles.
Tropical plants sun
themselves in windows,
sharing space with kidney dialysis supplies.
Before he was forced to retire due to poor
kidney function, he had a variety of jobs,
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including working at a waste water treatment
plant, procurement warehouse, in charge of a
procurement inspection unit, all for the City of
Philadelphia. Now he serves as VP of the Indoor
Plant Society and is also a judge at his beloved
Philadelphia Flower Show.
His kidney symptoms started one day in his
garden. He officially left the work force in 1999.
Here is his story.
In the garden, I was having shortness of breath
and some nausea. Went to my family doctor for
tests and the next day I got a phone call. Go to
the hospital immediately.
The diagnosis was renal failure caused by
lithium toxicity. I was really pissed off. I’d always
had trouble with family who didn’t believe I was
compliant with my medication. Well, here was
proof that indeed I was compliant and now I’m
being punished for following doctor’s orders.
Dialysis is a huge impingement on my life
style. I’m forced to comply with a daily schedule
which seems to be almost a full time job what
with treatments, tests, doctor appointments and
so on.
I’ve been on two types of treatment:
hemodialysis, where treatment is at a dialysis
center; and peritoneal dialysis, which is done at
home. The first thing a dialysis patient needs is
the fistula. Forming of a fistula requires surgery
where they merge a vein and artery. The fistula is
where they place the needles for dialysis. The first
fistula on my left wrist failed almost immediately,
the second, on my bicep lasted about a year.
When I was on hemodialysis the needles were
huge and painful. The fistula on my arm kept
clogging, necessitating angioplasty procedures
to clear it up, also painful and unpleasant. While
on hemo I had to go to the center 3 times a week
for about 5-hour sessions, boring but for a TV
each patient has access to and as much as I can
tease the nurses for entertainment.
Treatment would often remove too much fluid
from my system, dropping my blood pressure to
dangerously low levels, forcing me to stay there
until it rose to a safe level.
Painful cramping is associated with hemo
when too much fluid is removed. And I’ve been
told that your thinking can be clouded or slowed
due to excess toxins in your system.
After every treatment is a recovery period
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which at times lasts just about up to the time
for another treatment. I was hospitalized with
a clogged fistula which required taking a vein
from my leg to repair and leaving me with metal
staples about a third the length of my arm,
as well as about a foot long on my left thigh.
About 28 staples. Then a leg graft was surgically
implanted in my right thigh for dialysis which
became infected with MRSA within 2 months of
its being put in, so I went back to the hospital for
heavy antibiotics, which temporarily cleared it up,
only for it to resurface, back to the hospital again
and ultimately it was decided to try peritoneal
dialysis.
I had surgery to insert a tube into my
peritoneal cavity in my abdomen. Of course
while these complications are being dealt with
I have to have treatment so a catheter must be
put in me somewhere. At various times I had a
catheter in my thigh, a couple in my chest and
one in my neck. The placement of the neck
catheter was extremely painful as I was awake
for the procedure. They had trouble threading
it into my artery due to an odd placement of
the artery in my body. This was 2013 when I was
hospitalized a total of 5 times, had 7 surgeries
and was in the hospital a total of 35 days.
Peritoneal requires daily treatments of 10
hours at night and an hour during the day. A total
of 15 liters of dialysate fluid is required daily for
me. I have supply boxes all over the house.
My emotional supports are my wife, a couple
of close friends, dialysis staff nurses and social
workers, doctors, my dietician and God.
My diet is severely restricted. I can’t eat or
drink anything high in phosphorous so no milk,
cheese, or yogurt, no Coke or Pepsi.
I take phosphorous binders with every meal or
snack. No high potassium foods, which are found
in fruits like banana, apricots, mangoes, orange
juice, even potatoes are high in potassium
High potassium can be deadly. It can stop
your heart so it’s very important to keep a lowpotassium diet. And of course salt must be
limited as it holds fluid which is a big problem
for kidney patients most of whom either urinate
minimally or not at all which leads to my biggest
problem, fluid restriction that is hard to deal with.
I no longer take meds for bipolar disorder,
but that’s another story.
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My interest in plants is my salvation. I always
had a fascination for growing things. I remember
my second grade teacher’s science experiment:
a bean seed in a clear glass, with colored
construction paper behind it. We watered it
and could watch it grow. I was amazed and
hooked for life. Dad built me a planter box for
the yard as our yard was all concrete. I grew my
first tomatoes in that box!! Also I had a kindly
old woman for a next door neighbor who grew
African violets and shared some young plants
with me. Then I started growing plants from
kitchen scraps - carrots, potatoes, radishes and
a pineapple top grown into a plant. Yearly trips
to the Philadelphia Flower Show since fourth
grade helped me acquire more interesting plant
material, then mail order and local outlets. I used
to visit the now-defunct Frank’s Nursery on a
weekly basis.
I live on a slippery slope where I could
certainly die. I’ve been so low as to wish for it,
but never attempted to personally facilitate it. I
am aware that it could happen at any time either
by complications of my illness or accident and I
accept that. I think it’s easier to face death after
dealing with a difficult illness, but I still wonder
just how I’ll handle it. I don’t feel ready to go.
Who really is?
There are always things left undone. I have a
young son, 9, a wife, older kids, two grandchildren
and a couple cats to keep me here plus a house
and yard full of plants.
I am now on the Transplant List at Einstein
Medical Center in North Philly. I completed a
series of medical tests, some of which are very
unpleasant.
I have a lot to look forward to. Number one,
of course, is getting the new kidney. Because
of my poor health, my outside garden is a
disaster as I can no longer give it the attention
it really needs, so I’ve been focusing more on
plants in pots. I’ve been focused on growing
citrus. I’ve got some interesting varieties that
I’m looking forward to fruiting and eating, like
Kishu Mandarin, Shiranou mandarin, Finger lime
and a few others. Am growing a variety of jade
trees with different variegated leaves on them,
love my dorstenias, gasterias, euphorbias, etc.
Always look forward to fresh grown backyard
fruit, cherries, figs, blueberries, hardy kiwi, etc.
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I’ve got a couple apricot trees and Pawpaws that
haven’t yet fruited that I’m very excited about.
Love my home grown tomatoes too, especially
the heirlooms, which taste the best. Cosmanaut
Volkov is also a favorite tomato. Can’t beat the
taste of fresh homegrown radishes in spring, very
hot and tasty, Geez, what don’t I look forward to?
I once grew enough coffee beans to make
a pot of coffee. I picked them, washed off the
berries, washed off the husk, roasted them,
ground them and brewed a pot. I called it
“Mayfair Mud” because I was living in Mayfair at
the time. I’d love to do that again.
I’ve grown a lot more stuff to eat. At one
time or another I’ve grown blackberries, honey
berries, blue berries goji berries, gooseberries,
strawberries, grapes, currants, hardy kiwi, cherries,
figs (currently have about 80 varieties), apples,
pomegranates (only a couple), passion fruit,
blood orange, satsumas, kumquats, limequats,
sunquats, lemons, ground cherries, tomatoes,
watermelon, cantaloupe, peppers, cucumbers,
onions, peas, string beans, lima beans, radishes,
carrots, potatoes, sweet potatoes, horse radish,
lettuce, collards, swiss chard, okra, herbs like
rosemary, tarragon, thyme, sage, several mints,
bay, chives, garlic chives and so on.
When I get my transplant at Einstein, my life
with plants and my family will resume. It can’t
come fast enough for me, but I know I must
remain patient.

CATCHING UP
Jim McCauley of Roslyn, PA writes: I’m an
entertainer and am not quitting my day job as
doorman at a local bar. I also host the trivia
game “Quizzo” at local bars and restaurants in
the Philly area.
As a comedian, I personally draw on my life
experiences and/or observations for my material.
I have a natural storytelling style.
It was nerve-racking the first couple times I
did stand-up...but you get addicted to making
people laugh. Now, the whole ritual is addictive....
the pre-show jitters, the rush on stage and the
post show analysis.
I was funny as a kid, but painfully shy. I’m still
pretty shy, the only time I feel comfortable is
when I’m on stage.
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I wasn’t creative until the age of 38. At 36, I
was an in-game entertainer for the Philadelphia
76ers. As it turned out, several of the performers
were also stand-up comedians. That gave me
the inspiration to start writing jokes and looking
into performing myself.
I have performed at over 100 venues
including Helium Comedy Club, The Laff House,
Comedy Works, Sellersville Theater, Parx Casino
and Lansdale Center for the Performing Arts, to
name a few.
Audiences differ greatly....from a church or
corporate gig to a biker bar, you definitely have
to play toward your audience.
Some of the jokes I tell mention my immense
size. Told in a self deprecating style, my tale of a
trip to an amusement park has been my signature
joke from Day 1.

and mental illness as well as their history as
theater teachers and performers to bring new
life to recovery from addictions and mental
challenges. They even have a new name for
consumers....challengers! Janet, a mime,
performs mime and spoken pieces about suicide,
bipolar disorder and OCD. She teaches guided
imagery and WRAPscrap (Wellness Recovery
Action Plan in the form of a scrapbook) in New
Jersey mental self-help centers. She and Phil
are facilitating workshops together addressing
Anger Management and the 8 Dimensions of
Wellness (a SAMSHA creation), using theater
and movement games, interactive exercises, and
art projects. They are members of New Jersey’s
first Suicide Prevention Advisory Council and
enjoy sharing their healing experience of Suicide
Anonymous.

Joe Moore of Horsham, PA writes: I’ve been
at Gerhard’s appliance store in Glenside for 10
years. I’m one of the top sales people. I couldn’t
do it without the support of Gerhard’s, my friends
and my family. Lamictal is a life-saver. Dan Levin
in Doylestown is my psychiatrist.
My wife Janice continues to work at the
school district. My son, Drew, is a sophomore
at Westchester University studying business and
marketing.
Joey took a job with the National Weather
Service. He was in Goodland, Kansas for two
years, and has moved up the ladder to Duluth,
MN, where he is a full-fledged meteorologist for
the federal government. We see him three times
a year. We’re going up there in April. He moved
into a nice townhouse. He’s concentrating on his
job. No wife yet.
I met my wife in the water at Margate, NJ. I
proposed to her when we first met.
I go on the treadmill at 5:30 in the morning
before work and listen to music through
headphones so I don’t wake Janice.
We vacation in Ocean City, NJ, every year
with the family. I fish on the beach. I ski and golf
and am very active. Life is short. We dream about
buying a shore house when I retire.

iPhone Moan: An anecdote by Ed Quinn
Recently, I went in to a Verizon store to
obtain technical assistance for my new iPhone
6. By my reckoning, the learning curve on this
instrument is significant, even though my work
history includes technology. As I get older (64)
and as technology “progresses” at a geometric
pace, the stuff I knew becomes less relevant.
The functionality on this phone is phenomenal,
and to me, sometimes, impenetrable.
Resources such as the Verizon store are
indispensable. The staff there has always been
most professional and solicitous but the “techie”
I got was not. After I explained the problem, his
answer was “Do you have any young children at
home?”
I got the point right away. I managed to
suppress my customary response to such a
demeaning and inappropriate insult and said,
“Let me restate the question.” I asked the same
question, got the answer and left, awash in a
number of negative emotions.
The techie, I believe, was making himself
feel superior at my expense, an all-too-common
occurrence in this field. Technology can be a
wonderful tool or a weapon. Users can be
civil or egotistical with it. Low self-esteem can
easily be exacerbated while trying to learn new
functionality if you have the wrong teacher or if
you do it to yourself, as many of us do.
Cell phones can intrude upon one’s comfort

Janet Berkowitz and Phil Garber of Maple
Shade, NJ, are a couple who have taken their
personal experience with suicidal depression
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zone. When I took the train downtown to work,
the mindless, loud clap-trap of innumerable cell
phone conversations became such a problem
that SEPTA designated one of several cars as
the “quiet car,” just like they banned smoking
entirely many years ago. Technology can put
tools in the hands of those who are incapable of
policing themselves. They have ruined a good
meal in a restaurant and caused fatal catastrophes
on the highway. They have also saved lives and
helped us find a good restaurant. It’s the user,
not the phone; we just hope not to be creating
more tools for fools. What “advancement” will
be next?
To answer the Verizon techie’s question, I
do have a young one at home. She lives in my
heart, but she is domiciled too far away, in New
England with her parents and siblings. When we
visit, she runs to me and says “Pop-Pop, can I
see your phone”? She loves a game called “The
Wheels on the Bus,” which I downloaded for
her. There are 10 games in this “app”lication,
each one represented by a child passenger in a
window of the bus.
Click on a “kid” and launch a new game.
Thus endeth my understanding of “Wheels on
the Bus.” My granddaughter, whose first name
is the same as my last name, Quinn, knows how
to play all 10 games deftly. She is all of two years
old. More important to me is that her parents do
not allow any television, cell phones, mini-pads
or computers at meal time.
My other son, frequently and without warning,
will declare a technology-free time period for
all in the house. Reading is held in the highest
esteem in both families. I am proud of their level
of awareness.
The children have a better chance of growing
up knowledgeably, with manners in proportion
to their cognitive skills, unlike the people on the
train, the business man in the restaurant, the
driver on I-95 or the “teacher” in the Verizon
store. I still want to learn, but it’s harder now.
Maybe the kids can teach me some day. They
will make it fun and will be kind about it. Maybe
they will work in the Verizon store. I know where
there should be an opening.
Endnote: As we become more and more
immersed in USB ports, fire wire, cat5 cable,
routers and HDMI outlets, we lose our perspective.
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One way to regain it is to read a brilliant book by
a brilliant couple, Alvin and Heidi Toffler, who
wrote “Future Shock,” in 1970. I read it in 1972
and it was amazing. I read it again in 1990 and
its acuity and insight was beyond belief.
The authors’ ability to assess the effect of
computers and technology before any of us
had a computer is hard to imagine. They define
“future shock” as “the premature arrival of the
future.”
I read the book again in 2000 and its insight
was still staggering. Do yourself a favor. Treat
yourself and read it.
OUR FARFLUNG CORRESPONDENTS: Joan
and Reid Warren of Elverson, PA
S. Reid Warren, III, contacted us after he read our Letter to
the Editor in the Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 30, 2015. Now
80 years old, Reid and his wife Joan have made important
contributions to the mental health system as you will read
below. Below are excerpts from his email communication
with Ruth Deming.

We seem to have had some similar
experiences - I too was the co-leader of
depression support group - in New Hampshire.
I would speculate that you and Joe Rogers also
have much in common - not to let individual
personal experiences and perhaps definitions of
“care” define any perceived differences.
I’m 80 now. The period of the 1960’s to
1980s was one of great expectations for people
with mental illnesses and their families. The JFK
Federal Community Mental Health Services Act
and its variable implementation nationwide gave
many of us hope that finally, finally the treatment
of mental illnesses would see the light of public
scrutiny and public funding.
We were active in closing so-called asylums
- state mental hospitals which were hospitals in
name only and were little more than warehouses
where there was nominal custodial care and
virtually no treatment or rehabilitation. I suspect
that was Joe Roger’s experience. There was no
public scrutiny - people in State Mental Hospitals
were “out of sight - and out of mind.” The
population at large didn’t care - didn’t think they
were affected.
Initially there were no peer support groups
until individuals with mental illnesses took the
leadership in establishing their own. Some
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community mental health center governing
boards had family and client members who
spoke up to represent their points of view and
experiences. Nothing remotely similar ever
existed in the asylums.
From my perspective of 35 years of experience
as a social worker and as a person plagued at times
with severe anxiety and depression, I believe that
the problems with treatment programs now have
mostly to do with the dream of community care
being unfulfilled and way-underfunded.
Politicians, underfunding, and the everpresent public indifference are at the root
of failed community treatment programs in
Pennsylvania and New Hampshire where I
worked and lived. To be sure, homelessness, the
interplay of addictions and mental illnesses and
the interplay between mental illnesses and the
“legal” system leave many vulnerable people
at the whim and mercy of an indifferent public
and political neglect. The legal system is not the
“justice” system.
Imprisoning people with mental illnesses
accomplishes, for a callous public, what they had
in the old days - people with mental illnesses
out of sight and out of mind. And, the private
prisons have no incentive nor public scrutiny to
provide treatment - only to keep persons with
mental illnesses locked up so that the prisons
make more and more money.
Medications and mental illnesses are peculiar
bed mates. Following the onset of my depression
and anxiety at age 30 and a year of psychiatric
outpatient treatment I was in psychoanalysis
for five years - it was supportive but I doubt
very effective in treating my depression. I saw
psychiatrists off and on ‘til 1989 - all the while
dealing with depression and anxiety that were
just under the surface or becoming, from time to
time, more pronounced.
In 1989 after being on Prozac for eight weeks,
one day it was as if the sun came out full and I
felt “normal” again - as I had before the onset of
symptoms.

Several times during the following years I
would go off the medication only to have the
symptoms return within a month and a half or so.
The last time I went off them I was off for a year
with no symptoms.
However, four years ago our granddaughter
had a severe anxiety episode. Joan and I were
taking care of her for that weekend and she
was refusing to eat and crying all the time. My
symptoms came back a hellin.’ She responded
well to counseling and I have stayed on 10 mgs
daily of generic Prozac ever since.
Nowadays some mental health experts are
saying that SRIs and other meds are not helpful
- that the person with the symptoms convinces
themselves that they are beneficial! I’ll stick with
my meds until it’s time to go to the underground
condominium!
I recently read in a NAMI newsletter that a
mother described her child’s onset of psychosis
as a “sucker punch”. Indeed.
About 20 years or so ago there was a study
in Vermont by a psychiatrist who said that many
people with serious mental illness became less
symptomatic with age.
We moved from Pennsylvania to New
Hampshire in 1985 to finish our careers. Then we
returned to PA to be close to our children and
grandchildren in Collegeville and Phoenixville.
But, New Hampshire was a lovely state. We lived
just south of Lake Winnipesauki in Gilmanton.
Joan helped to close the state developmental
disabilities institution and develop community
supports for the people she worked with and
was instrumental in developing a group called
“Speaking for Ourselves,” in Pennsylvania and
another called “People First of New Hampshire.”
My wife is called Saint Joan by our friends
and family because she has put up with me for
55 years! Smirk.
As an aside she just baked two loaves of
bread this morning and reversed the collar on
my shirt which had become frayed. Holdovers
from living in England during the end of the
depression and WWII.

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
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IT’S MY CHOICE:
Be A Victim or Take
Responsbility for the
Course of my Life, 2014
by Dorothy Heine Rudolph
New Directions
I was thirty-two years old when I began to
have memories of my father initiating sexual
contact with me during the first 7 years of my life.
Wave after wave of gradually emerging truth left
me both reeling and relieved as they rocked my
sense of who I am, and explained unanswered
questions about my feelings, attitudes, and
behaviors. As the shock of each wave of memory
subsided, I realized my cheerful disposition was
morphing into disillusionment, anger and the
soul-sucking attitude of a helplessly manipulated
victim.
Throughout my life, I have unconsciously
tried to fix the past by re-enacting the emotional
dynamics of my family, and roles in local
community, by projecting them into other
relationships, groups, and through various
employments. By doing so, and suffering the
pain and frustration of failing to achieve the
impossible, I have become aware of my need to
live in the present.
I have been in therapy for thirty-two years and
still counting, with diagnoses of depression and
bipolar disorder. I have had a failed marriage;
a broken relationship with one of my three
children, and have severed friendships for fear
of intimacy, or acted out until I was dropped.
Throughout, I have invested in what 12-Steppers
call “a searching and fearless moral inventory.”
This year, I saw the light: I am responsible.
For several months recently, and ongoing
as needed, I have committed myself to typing
narratives of my memories for the purpose
of gaining perspective and insight, and also
externalizing them so they don‘t float around
in my mind, sabotaging me when I’m trying to
focus on something else. I began with my first
memories, at age one-and-a-half years, involving
each of my parents separately. These narrative
excerpts are symbolic of the issues of my
experience with my father, and of my mother’s
not seeing it:
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First Memories
1. Daddy is digging a hole in the front yard.
He is going to plant a shrub in the hole. I am
sitting on the ground near him. I like being with
Daddy.
2. I am alone in the living room, and I have
an idea: try to walk. I stand up by the sofa, let
go, feel myself balance on my feet, try to take a
step…and drop to the floor. After some practice,
I manage to take one step, totter, and drop.
Finally I take a couple of steps and think, “I want
Mommy to see me walk.” I get back to the sofa,
stand up, and just then, Mommy turns and smiles
at me from the kitchen. When I try to take a step,
I am all tuckered out, and I drop to the floor.
Mommy doesn’t see me take my first steps.
On a number of occasions I heard my father
say, “Don’t tell Mommy about what we are doing.
This is our secret, just for you and me,” and later,
“Don’t tell anybody about what we are doing,
or else...(I don‘t remember an ending).” I didn’t
have recall from one event to another so I went
along with him, trusting him and complying.
At age 6 or 7, I experienced extreme trauma
during a particular episode and I crumble into a
state of collapse. At school, an underlying state
of distraction noticeably influenced my ability to
concentrate. My report cards repeatedly listed
“talks too much,” “distracts those around her,”
“daydreams,” “does not work to her potential.”
Then a sequence of interactions culminated,
jolting me into awareness when I was 7.
You Belong with Mommy!
Suddenly I make the connection with the
baby lesson he gave me in the bathroom. I am
terrified! Oh, NO! You don’t belong with me; you
belong with Mommy! I know, but have no voice.
I feel shocked by guilt for being with Daddy;
for feeling proud of this secret that I promised
not to tell Mommy; for the pleasure of some of
the sensations I experienced in my body…now
all turned to shame when I consider Mommy,
whose place I took, and the people at church
who will see that I am going to have a baby! I
get off the bed, leave Daddy, and walk out of my
bedroom. I do not know where I go from here….
When I share my story with others today, they
often pity my misfortune of being a victim of my
father’s coercion, citing my age, trust in and
dependency upon him. This attitude mirrored my
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own until this year. The next narrative describes
the key to my freedom, through conscious
reasoning, beyond the domination of emotions:
how I made a clear, intentional decision under
the circumstances, charting the next step in the
course of my life.
Shall I tell?
The worst time is bedtime because we always
kiss Mommy and Daddy “good- night.” Now I
won’t go near him for fear he’ll come after me
and start doing things again. At bedtime, Daddy
usually sits on the sofa at the end nearest the
dining room, and Mommy sits at the dining room
table with her back to the living room, which
means she doesn’t see Daddy. What if she turns
around, or what if she happens to be somewhere
else where she can see me walk past Daddy
without kissing him? What will she think?
Every time I walk past Daddy, I feel electrified.
Night after night, the tension mounts, and I
believe that Daddy can feel it too, that only he
and I know what is going on, and neither of us
shows it. Daddy is so big and strong, and I am
so little and young. I feel so alone with this big
secret, and I long to have someone help me. But
Mommy is Daddy’s wife, and I was in her place.
What would she do if I told her what happened
between Daddy and me? Would she understand
how I feel? Would she help me feel safer in our
home? Or would she tell me I‘m lying? Would
she blame me for blaming Daddy? Blame me for
making her uncomfortable, for bringing this out
and changing our family life?
What about church: Mommy’s choirs, Sunday
School, worship service, evening service? We
practically live at the church across the street.
Most of the people in our church are our
neighbors, and we live on the corner of the
streets where both schools are. Everybody will
know.
Time and time again, I walk up to Mommy
at the dining room table, pause, wonder, kiss
her good-night, then avoid Daddy on my way to
bed. Finally, one last time, I walk up to Mommy,
pause, wonder, kiss her good-night, walk past
Daddy, and live with that as my decision.
Within the next two years, I experienced a
religious conversion that totally submerged my
memories of being with Daddy, and I finally was
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able to focus on the rest of my external life. I
became a good student and went about the
business of mastering my skills, especially in art.
The effects of trauma remained in my brain,
however, and became evident through ways I
coped under stress: fight, flight, freeze, submitcollapse. Eventually the façade of normalcy
masking my emotional isolation began to give
way, symptoms emerged, and I needed to learn
to deal with reality more effectively. Hence
one hospitalization, decades of therapy, and
medication.
Would I change anything? No. My mother
would not have been able to handle the truth.
And I believe that in 1952, our little community
would not have been prepared to support me,
confront my father, or in any other way deal with
this issue. Perhaps because my family life was
not disrupted by such interventions as might
now be handled by the Department of Children
and Youth, my parents continued to support my
development through years of extracurricular
studies in art, then college-level art school
which became my ticket to individuation and
independence.
Despite my history of sexual abuse and
the work required to recover from it, I know I
have helped make this world a better place:
in my family, friendships, church, and various
focus groups; by sharing my gifts as an artist
at Hallmark Cards, then exhibiting my own art;
gallery talks about how the art process releases
my memories and informs me of my inner reality;
as an art therapist working with neglected and
abused children, then developing and facilitating
spiritual art retreats for adults; by teaching and
writing.
I continue to develop the resources within
me and opportunities around me. I am learning
to be just one of the group without having to
perform or excel to perfection. I believe we all
need to make meaning of, and purpose for,
our lives, and to move through survival and to
thrive by helping each other. Yes, I have suffered
and sometimes still do, as I learn and grow in
strength, wisdom, and freedom. It helps to know
that I am not alone.
Note: To the extent that I embrace my reality,
I feel younger and more vital now than when I
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invested my energy into trying to bargain for a
different life.
Dorothy Rudolph grew up in Huntingdon Valley, PA.
She graduated from Moore College of Art in Philadelphia
and received a master of fine arts in Art Therapy at the
Vermont College of Norwich University in Montpelier. She
worked for Hallmark Cards in Kansas City and has had
numerous art shows. “Art of a Spiritual Journey,” the tag
for her art, has shown in over 100 exhibitions, more than
half of them, solo shows. This is also the tag for spiritual
art retreats she designed and facilitated. She lives in
Sellersville, PA.

NEWS ROUNDUP
Alternative Therapies. James S. Gordon,
MD, a psychiatrist who directs the Center for
Mind-Body Medicine and was chairman of the
White House Commission on Complementary
and Alternative Medicine Policy appointed by
President Bill Clinton, points out that we spend
twice as much as many other industrialized
nations on health care, often with inferior results.
He feels that the American focus on surgical
and pharmacological interventions, which can
be inappropriate, burdened by side effects and,
often ineffective, will only exacerbate costs. He
proposes that we make alternative therapies,
including nutrition, exercise and “mind-body”
techniques like meditation, guided mental
imagery and biofeedback a major part of all care.
Dr. Gordon began to study these self-care
strategies, called “alternative therapies,” as a
researcher at the National Institute of Mental
Health 40 years ago.
Research has since
demonstrated that mind-body approaches
reduce stress and improve mood and immunity.
They decrease blood pressure, blood sugar and
help with pain management.
Diet can play a major role in preventing breast,
prostate and colon cancer, as well as in diabetes
and heart disease. And, exercise, which can help
prevent all of these, can also alleviate depression.
Dr. Gordon points out that three quarters of
American health care spending is on chronic
conditions, including heart disease, diabetes,
cancer, arthritis, depression and chronic pain –
exactly the ones for which self-care is best suited.
Comprehensive programs that offer self-care in
a supportive group are even more promising for
both treatment and prevention. It’s also proving
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effective for psychological trauma.
“If we are going to reduce our ruinous costs
and improve our declining national health, we
must make self-care and group support central
to all care,” concludes Dr. Gordon. (New York
Times, May 14, 2014)
Psychiatrist, who suffered from depression,
has novel views. Antidepressants are the most
commonly prescribed class of medication in the
country. But James S. Gordon, MD, questions
the use of drugs to treat depression.
Harvard-educated, Dr. Gordon served as
chairman of the White House Commission
on Complementary and Alternative Medicine
Policy. His positions also included 10 years of
research at the National Institute of Mental
Health, where he developed the first program
for runaway and homeless youth. He served as
the first Chair of the Program Advisory Council
of the National Institutes of Health’s Office of
Alternative Medicine Policy.
“Unstuck: Your Guide to the Seven-Stage
Journey Out of Depression” will challenge the
prevailing “medical model” of depression and
the widespread use of antidepressants. This
narrow model of diagnosis and treatment insists
that those who feel helpless and hopeless,
unhappy and uncertain, have a disease, like
insulin-dependent diabetes, that requires
pharmacologic treatment.
Depression, says Gordon, is not a disease
entity. There is no proof from brain imaging.
He outlines his preferred depression
treatment that includes “mind-body” techniques
such as meditation, guided imagery, physical
exercise, and acupuncture.
Gordon suggests a comprehensive alternative
approach to treating depression. In the first
step, “The Call,” Gordon instructs the reader to
acknowledge his depression and investigate its
cause.
During “The Call” the reader also examines
his diet. Gordon suggests using an elimination
diet to identify food sensitivities. He also offers
suggestions for vitamin and mineral supplements.
In the “Guides on the Journey” stage,
the reader is given instructions for “meeting
and choosing the men and women who can
help.” This includes both psychotherapists and
understanding friends.
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The third stage, “Surrender to Change,”
acknowledges that “the journey through and
beyond depression requires a balance of action
and acceptance.” During this stage Gordon asks
the reader to let go of control and move forward.
Movement is emphasized during this stage in
the form of walking, yoga, dancing, and dynamic
meditation.
The fourth stage, “Dealing with Demons”
focuses on addressing the habits that keep the
reader stuck. In this stage Gordon recommends
meditation and Chinese medicine to address
these issues. (Adapted from PsychCentral.com
book review, 2013.)
Writing your way to happiness. Past research
has shown that “expressive writing” about
oneself and personal experiences can improve
mood disorders, help reduce symptoms among
cancer patients, improve a patient’s health after
a heart attack, reduce doctor visits and even
improve memory.
Now researchers are studying whether the
power of writing – and then rewriting - one’s
personal story can lead to behavioral changes
and improve happiness. The idea is that by
writing and then editing our own stories, we can
change our perceptions of ourselves and identify
obstacles that stand in the way of better health
and happiness. Through “writing interventions”
people are helped to move from self-defeating
ways of thinking to more optimistic views of
themselves – to change their personal stories.
(New York Times column by Tara Parker-Pope,
January 20, 2015)
Tired of being a guinea pig? Richard A.
Friedman, MD, writes in a NY Times column of
Jan. 13, 2015 that until recently, many thought
your doctor could pick any antidepressant or
type of psychotherapy at random to treat your
depression as there was little evidence to favor
one treatment over another. (The exceptions are
psychotic depression, best treated with either a
combination of antidepressant and antipsychotic
drugs or electroconvulsive therapy; and atypical
depression, characterized by hypersomnia,
increased appetite and highly reactive mood,
which may respond best to the older class of
antidepressants called MAO inhibitors). Research
has now begun to give us information about
individual factors that might predict a better
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response to one type of treatment over another.
Helen Mayberg, MD, professor at Emory
University, published a study in 2013 that
identified a potential biomarker in the brain that
could predict whether a depressed patient would
respond better to cognitive behavior therapy
(CBT) or the antidepressant Lexapro. Using PET
scans, she found striking differences in the level
of activity in the brain region called the anterior
insula between those who did well with CBT and
poorly with Lexapro and those who did well with
Lexapro and poorly with CBT.
A patient’s history may help predict what
treatment will be best. A recent study found
evidence that depressed patients with a history
of childhood trauma (such as early loss of a
parent or sexual or physical abuse) do not
respond as well to an antidepressant as they do
to psychotherapy.
Charles Nemeroff, MD, professor at
University of Miami, found that for depressed
adults without a history of abuse, a combination
of psychotherapy (CBT) and an antidepressant
(Serzone) was superior to either treatment alone.
But for those with a history of childhood trauma,
the combination was not significantly better than
psychotherapy alone. Considering the high
rate of early trauma in chronically depressed
patients - in this study, about a third experienced
parental loss, and half suffered physical abuse this should be an important factor in selecting
the right treatment.
It is hoped that one day, rather than
prescribing antidepressants on a trial-and-error
basis, doctors may be able to scan a patient with
an MRI or PET, check the brain’s activity and
select an antidepressant and/or psychotherapy
accordingly.
Ketamine, a psychoactive “party drug”
better known as “Special K,” has pharmaceutical companies riding high. Used clinically
as an anesthetic in animals and humans, it
has proved an extremely effective treatment
for depression, bipolar disorder and suicidal
behavior.
It also works incredibly fast. Unlike
conventional antidepressants, which generally
take weeks to start working, ketamine lifts
depression in as little as two hours.
Companies are racing to develop patentable
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forms of the drug, and researchers are battling to
understand how it affects the brain. An increasing
number of clinicians are prescribing ketamine
off-label for their patients, even as some of their
colleagues worry that too little is known about its
long-term effects.
The excitement over ketamine shows how
badly new depression drugs are needed, said
Thomas Insel, MD, director of the National
Institute of Mental Health. Many drug companies
have closed their mental-health divisions in
the past five years, and there have been no
significant advances in medication for depression
in decades.
Today’s most common antidepressants
target the brain’s serotonin or noradrenaline
pathways (some target both). Ketamine blocks
the signalling molecule NMDA, a component
of the glutamate pathway, which is involved in
memory and cognition, said Dr. James Murrough
of Mount Sinai Hospital in New York. (From The
Huffington Post and other sources, January,
2015.)
MCES and SEPTA Promoting Suicide
Prevention to Rail Commuters: Montgomery
County Emergency Service (MCES), a psychiatric
emergency response system in Norristown, PA,
is partnering with the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority (SEPTA) to place signs
with the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
at 200 commuter rail stations in eight counties
across the tri-state region. Signs giving the
1-800-273-TALK number and web site will be
placed at every entrance to each station, on the
platforms, and at other locations over the next
few months.
On Sept. 10, 2014, World Suicide Prevention
Day, MCES and SEPTA placed the first of
the signs at SEPTA’s suburban rail station in
Norristown. PA. More than 35 million riders use
SEPTA’s rail services annually in a system serving
communities from Wilmington, DE to Trenton,
NJ, as well as Philadelphia and surrounding
suburban counties.
MCES initiated the project to promote the
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, suicide
prevention, and to commemorate the first
anniversary of its participation in the national
network. MCES Crisis Department staff take all
calls made from numbers with 215, 267, 484,
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and 610 area codes 24/7.
MCES will also be working with SEPTA to
provide suicide prevention information to its
entire workforce and crisis intervention training
to SEPTA’s transit police. – Tony Salvatore
Can suicide be predicted? J. John Mann,
M.D., a neuroscientist at Columbia University,
and his colleagues have published hundreds
of studies to build a biological science to
understand what leads to – and what might
prevent – suicide. In the US, the suicide rate
has remained unchanged for 60 years. In 2011,
nearly 40,000 suicides were reported – the 10th
leading cause of death for Americans.
Working with postmortem brain tissue,
Mann sought to discover what was different
in the brains of those who had suffered from
major depression and had taken their own
lives. He found abnormally low levels of the
neurotransmitter serotonin (some of today’s
widely used antidepressants are designed to
increase brain serotonin).
In those who had completed suicide, the
abnormalities were confined to areas in the
frontal part of the brain involved in decision
making and the ability to restrain oneself. This
research highlighted the idea that people who
are biologically predisposed to handle stress
poorly are at increased risk of suicide.
It’s the biological predisposition that
determines how resilient you are when stress or
trauma occurs. Research points to aberrations
in the stress-response system (called the HPA
axis) which is linked to depression and unstable
mood, changes in thinking and decision making.
It is thought that serotonin deficiency likely
contributes to these deficits.
More recent research using functional imaging
of the living brain as well as gene-sequencing
technologies has led to the conclusion that the
overall contribution of genetic factors to the
predisposition portion of suicide risk may be as
high as 50 percent. (The Quarterly, Fall 2014,
Brain and Behavior Research Foundation)
Stigma busting: talking about attempted
suicide. People who have survived suicide
attempts say there has been a taboo against
talking about their experiences from doctors
and therapists, as well as family and friends. The
taboo has been not only from shame and stigma,
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but also from fears that talking about it could
give others ideas about how to do it.
However, in the past few years, survivors
of suicide attempts have come together on
social media and in other forums to demand a
bigger voice in prevention efforts. Now, the
nation’s oldest suicide prevention organization,
the American Association of Suicidology, has
decided to recognize this vast but historically
invisible portion of its membership: people who
tried to kill themselves but survived.
It’s estimated that about a million American
adults a year make a failed attempt at suicide
(far outnumbering the 38,000 who succeed).
The Association has plans for speakers’ bureaus
of survivors willing to tell their stories, as well as
research to measure the effect of such testimony
on audiences. Go to: LiveThroughThis.org to see
a photo exhibit of survivors. (New York Times,
April 14, 2014)
Awareness is Key to Preventing Teen
Suicide. Suicide is now the third-leading cause
of death among teenagers in Pennsylvania, and
second nationally. Known risk factors – history
of suicide attempts, family history of suicide or
mental illness, substance abuse, recent stress
– can’t always explain why young people take
their lives. Prevention methods are needed, such
as greater awareness by teachers, parents and
friends.
A number of prevention efforts are underway
in the state. One expert stresses that all members
of the school community need to be on alert to
protect students at risk.
Pennsylvania recently enacted a law requiring
school personnel to be trained in suicide
prevention and mental health awareness and
requiring school districts to develop policies on
youth suicide. The law includes a suggested
curriculum for students to raise prevention
awareness and understand mental-health issues.
Implementation will begin in the 2015-16 school
year.
Teachers can now receive online training
through a free program developed by the Society
for Prevention of Teen Suicide. Eleven years ago,
students at Cocalico High School in Lancaster
County started a club called Aevidum/”I’ve Got
Your Back” in response to the suicide of a 15-year
old male student. It now has 75 chapters in high
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schools across the state, with plans to expand
into high schools and colleges in Philadelphia.
Resources for Suicide Prevention: The American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention AFSP.org;
The Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide
parent video - SPTUSA.org; Aevidium/”I’ve
Got Your Back” – Aevidum.com (Philadelphia
Inquirer, November 24, 2014)
A new report on the mental health of
American college students found that many are
seeking help for serious conditions when they
show up at campus counseling centers, according
to a report by the Center for Collegiate Mental
Health at Penn State, founded 10 years ago.
Half the students who come for counseling
have already been in counseling, said the
agency’s director. One-third have taken a
psychiatric medication; one-quarter have selfinjured; one-third has considered suicide.
Anxiety and depression are the most common
problems.
The report surveyed 100,000 students from
140 different colleges. Many colleges are not
prepared to deal with the huge influx of students
who need counseling.
Why the psychiatric problems? The agency
theorized: More people are going to college
than ever before, young people suffering from
mental illness are receiving better care and can
now attend college; financial burdens and stress
to succeed may be another reason. (Newsworks,
Feb. 17, 2015)
Proposed overhaul of mental health care. In
December, 2013, Tim Murphy (R., PA.) introduced
a bill in the PA House of Representatives: HR
3717, “Helping Families in Mental Health Crisis
Act.” After a detailed review of the nation’s
mental health system, the congressman, a
clinical psychologist and therapist, concluded
that federal mental health policy was shockingly
archaic and ineffective. He proposed the most
significant overhaul of the mental health system
since President Kennedy established community
mental health centers 51 years ago.
The
legislation aims to integrate physical and mental
care, increase treatment options and access to
care by training more health care professionals
in behavioral health, and reduce stigma through
a national awareness campaign.
The act places an emphasis on evidenceSPRING 2014

based models of care by establishing an assistant
secretary for mental health and substance abuse
issues, who has experience in treatment of
mental illness.
Two items in the bill have sparked controversy:
one would make it easier for parents to get
mental-health information about their adult
children; the other would encourage states to
adopt “assisted outpatient treatment” (AOT)
laws, which “forces” people to accept outpatient
treatment. Murphy is calling for a broader
interpretation of the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) so that parents
of adult children would be able to talk to their
children’s doctors, empowering them to help
with treatment decisions when their child is in
crisis.
The bill calls for a broader “need for
treatment” standard, to help get people into
treatment, rather than waiting till someone is
considered a danger to themselves or others to
be hospitalized against their will. Murphy thinks
that better treatment, including forced treatment,
could prevent many crimes. His biggest allies,
he says, are families that have been touched by
mental illness. Rachel Pruchno is a professor
of medicine at Rowan University and author of
“Surrounded By Madness: A Memoir of Mental
Illness and Family Secrets.” A bill like Murphy’s,
she believes, would have kept her daughter
from living on the streets and becoming a meth
addict.
The bill has the support of many professional
organizations
representing
mental–health
providers, law enforcement agencies and families.
The Treatment Advocacy Center, which has long
argued that a subset of the mentally ill would
benefit form more aggressive treatment, fully
supports Murphy’s’ bill. The bill has opponents,
mostly organizations focused on patients’ rights,
who contend that it threatens the rights of people
with mental illness. (Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan.,
26, 2014, Op-ed by Tim Murphy)
State prison system making changes to
deal with mentally ill. In March, 2013, the
Disability Rights Network of Pennsylvania, joined
by the US Department of Justice, filed a federal
lawsuit against the state over the excessive use
of solitary confinement of mentally ill inmates.
Prisoners had been kept in solitary confinement
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for 23 hours a day, sometimes for years at a
stretch, causing “mental deterioration, psychotic
decompensation, and acts of self-harm.”
Seventy percent of suicide attempts in
Pennsylvania prisons from Jan. 2012 through
May 2013 were in solitary. The state Dept. of
Corrections says it has made many positive
changes in the management of mentally ill
prisoners, including new treatment units as an
alternative to solitary confinement, a peer support
program for prisoners and special mental health
training for all employees.
In response to the lawsuit, the department
has revised policies on solitary confinement, so
that mentally ill offenders in solitary for more 30
days must be allowed out of their cell at least 20
hours per week.
In announcing the settlement of the lawsuit
in Jan., 2015, PA Corrections Sec. John Wetzel
emphasized a larger issue: Prisons have
become the nation’s new mental hospitals. He
is managing a mental health roster of 10,000
people, or more than 21 percent of all inmates
in the Pennsylvania prison system. The root of
the problem is the failure to replace closed state
hospitals with adequate community treatment
systems. Without those services, the influx of
mentally ill offenders will continue.
One positive note is that Pennsylvania is
increasing the number of problem-solving
courts throughout the state. These courts
- including mental health court - focus on
remediation, treatment and rehabilitation
instead of incarceration for certain nonviolent
offenders. Problem-solving courts reduce cost
and recidivism while not compromising public
safety. (Philadelphia Inquirer, Dec. 7, 2014;
Pennsylvania Legislative Services, Jan. 12, 2015)
Redefining Mental Illness. The British
Psychological Association recently released
a report saying that there is no strict dividing
line between psychosis and normal experience.
The authors of “Understanding Psychosis and
Schizophrenia” say that hearing voices and
feeling paranoid are common experiences, and
are often a reaction to trauma or abuse. Calling
them symptoms of mental illness is only one way
of thinking about them, and defining people by
a devastating label may not help them. They
add that though antipsychotic medications are
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sometimes useful, there is no evidence that they
correct an underlying biological abnormality
and warn against the risk of taking these drugs
for years. The report stresses that it is “vital” for
people with such distressing symptoms to have
an opportunity to talk about them in detail.
Yet, mental health services “rarely make such
opportunities available”.
This British vision of severe mental illness
is radically different than that held by most
Americans, including American psychiatrists,
who think of schizophrenia as a brain disorder
that can be treated only with medication.
However, the British view is actually consistent
with the new approach to research by our own
National Institute of Mental Health.
In 2013, its director, Dr. Thomas R. Insel,
announced that diagnoses were neither
useful nor accurate for understanding the
brain, and would no longer be used to guide
research. Before this, diagnostic categories
(like depression and bipolar) were assumed to
represent biologically distinct diseases, and
the goal of the research was to figure out the
biology of that disease. Research was driven by
the diagnoses, in which, for example, a scientist
became a schizophrenia researcher. Now, the
focus will be on the brain and how its trillions
of synaptic connections work. As an example,
researchers will no longer study people with
anxiety disorder; they will study “fear circuitry.”
Both the British ideas and the new American
approach to research recognize that mental
illnesses are complex individual responses and
that social factors play a significant role in mental
illness. In this view, illness is caused not only by
brain deficits, but also by abuse, deprivation and
inequality, which alter the way brains behave. It
then follows that mental illness requires social
interventions, not just pharmacological ones. It
is hoped that this rethinking will lead to a refocus on talk therapy (though medication can
certainly be valuable as well).
The World Health Organization estimates
that one in four people will have an episode of
mental illness in their lifetime. Mental problems
are the biggest single cause of disability on
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the planet. (New York Times column by T.M.
Lurmann, professor of anthropology at Stanford,
January 18, 2015)
Free at last! A few months after the world
went grey, Sue Wright checked into a hospital.
A social slight had flipped a switch in her mind,
draining life of color and joy. Blue skies became
dull; laughter was unthinkable. Often, the
depression left her bedridden. “I had prided
myself on being able to get through anything,”
says Wright, now a social worker in Germantown,
Maryland. “Suddenly, I couldn’t.”
Wright’s story is familiar to too many people.
Depression is not just the most common mentalhealth disorder: it is responsible for a greater
burden of disability than any other cause. The
British publication “Nature” asks why that
burden is so great, how science is helping and
where research is running aground.
Depression is far from a Western blight. Many
of the countries most afflicted by it are those with
the least resources to help. Some mental-health
experts say that the high levels of undiagnosed
or untreated depression would not be tolerated
for a disease such as cancer. They say that the
absence of a crisp diagnosis and a lack of tools
to understand the brain’s complexities have
held back therapy and research.
The urgent question is how to overcome
those barriers, and scientists are exploring
several routes. Some argue that there is much
to be learned from studying the mechanisms
of existing antidepressants; others that there is
most promise in teasing apart the affected brain
circuits or gleaning information on common
medicines that might have unexpected benefits
for brain disorders.
Medication, counseling and electroshock
therapy did not work for Sue Wright. After
trawling through medical journals, she found a
psychiatrist prescribing drug combinations that
may boost the effect of antidepressants. After
weeks of one such combination plus therapy,
Wright realized that the sky was blue again. It
took months for her to find a way out; the hope
is that research will find a faster route to relief.
(Nature, Nov. 13, 2014)
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What about Police
Suicides?
by Tony Salvatore
Montgomery County Emergency Service
Norristown, PA
Police officers and people with serious mental
illness have a very tragic common bond. This
is not because persons with major psychiatric
disorders often have police contact as a result
of their illness. Instead it is the sad reality that
both are at a very high risk of suicide. Here we
will take a look at suicide risk in police officers. It
is timely that we do so as we recently lost three
to suicide in this area, including an officer in
Montgomery County.
Suicide among police officers claims more
lives than deaths in the line of duty. The incidence
of suicide among police officers is higher than
in the community as a whole. The majority of
police officers are members of an especially high
risk group, adult males, which account for about
80% of all US suicides.
The most commonly cited risk factors in
police suicides are access to firearms, marital
and family problems, alcohol use, job stresses
such as exposure to violence, trauma and death,
administrative policies that may deter helpseeking and long and irregular work hours.
Depression tied to personal or work problems is
fertile ground for developing suicidal thoughts.
Risk is frequently enhanced by veteran status,
and a tough-it-out, don’t-admit-weakness
occupational culture.
Thomas Joiner, a Florida State University
psychologist, notes in “Why People Die by
Suicide,” that two conditions must be present for
a completed suicide. One is a very intense desire
to die caused by a lost sense of social belonging
and the perception that one is a burden to others.
The second is the capacity for lethal self-harm to
overcome the instinct for self-preservation. This
may be acquired by experience with abuse, pain,
past suicidality, and other factors.
Joiner’s theory helps explain police suicide.
The nature of police work coupled with firearms
familiarity creates the capability for lethal selfharm. Female officers complete suicide less
frequently than males but more often than
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women in general. Female officers can acquire
the same capability for lethal self-harm as male
officers. They, of course, also have the same
problematic lifestyle, job-related stress issues,
and share the same culture as male officers.
Like all suicides, police suicide is preventable.
Officers must know that asking for help will not
result in any punitive action; that all information
will be confidential, and resources are available
to help them deal with their problems. All
personnel, including civilian and management,
must know the signs of depression and suicide
and what to do if they see them in themselves or
in co-workers.
Confidential 24/7 suicide hot lines offering
crisis counseling and referrals for police officers
are already available. “SAFE CALL NOW” is at
206-459-3020. Officers who are Vets can also
use the Veterans Crisis Line at 1-800-273-TALK
(Hit #1).
Some components recommended for an
effective approach to reducing the risk of police
suicides are:
• Professional Counseling - Sources independent
of the department or municipality may be most
practical. Referrals to local behavioral health
agencies should be available.
•
Police Chaplains and Outside Clergy - This
assures confidentiality, and avoids stigma.
Clergy of various religions should be available.
• Peer Counselors - These are officers trained
to provide support and make referrals. This
can involve access to personnel in other
departments. Peer counselors are usually
volunteers.
• “No Fault” Firearms Securing Policy - Officers
should be able to discreetly surrender duty and
personal firearms for temporary safekeeping
without penalty or the implication of discipline.
•
Stress Education – Stress recognition,
techniques of physical exercise, proper
nutrition,
interpersonal
communication
methods, and coping styles.
•F
 amily Education – Orientation to police
functions, problems common in police marriages,
methods for effective communication, and the
family as a source of support.
• Pre-retirement Counseling– Officers should be
prepared for the transition to life away from
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“the job” well before departure from active
duty.
• Provisions should also be made for support in
the aftermath of a departmental suicide.
These and other strategies are presently being
considered in Montgomery County. However,
one change that is most needed and which will
help save the lives of both police officers and
people with mental illness is the elimination of
stigma towards those who become suicidal.
Stigma adds to suffering and costs lives.

HELPFUL ONLINE
RESOURCES BY MEMBERS OF
NEW DIRECTIONS
I like Esperanza, coping with anxiety and
depression – HopetoCope. com. They have
interesting articles and blogs.
I also like EveryDayHealth. com. Click on
conditions, depression. – Rachel K.
Guided meditation is very helpful in bringing
me peace of mind while I struggle with depression
and anxiety. My psychiatrist, the good Dr. B
Kenneth Nelson, also recommended meditation
to me. See MeditationOasis.com. – Janis R.
I find it very helpful to play Scrabble online.
When I am concentrating on it, I feel neither
anxious nor depressed. It is cognitively allconsuming. Problem is I don’t have the luxury
of playing the game all day long, so I use it as
something to look forward to....kind of a reward
or a break in the anxiety/stress of the day. I am
never depressed or anxious when I am immersed
in a game. Wanna play? – Ed Q.
Lucinda
Bassett is the preeminent
spokesperson
for
life-management
and
wellness techniques for overcoming anxiety and
depression. As founder of the Midwest Center
for Stress and Anxiety, Lucinda has touched the
lives of millions of people worldwide. I follow her
on Facebook. She is always uplifting and reminds
us that anxiety and depression needn’t rule our
lives. – Bernadette
Mental Health Advocates on Facebook
offers an interesting array of problems and
solutions, written by members of this “closed
group.” The moderator has a new question for
us every day. She writes: “You are not allowed to
curse.” Darn! – Ruth D.
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I found this YouTube video of Dr. Justin
Machegiani, a chiropractor. View his talk on helping
your mood, by entering “Neurotransmitters and
the mood connection” into the YouTube search
engine. – Ruth M.
WebMD is very helpful to me on anxiety and
depression. – Bill I.

ONION AND
MUSHROOM PIE
By Pamela Bednarik
(1)
(4)
(1½)
(½)
(½)
(½)

9-inch frozen Oronoque Pie Crust
medium-sized onions, halved and sliced
Tablespoon vegetable oil
teaspoon ground turmeric
teaspoon crumbled dry basil
teaspoon crumbled dry oregano
Salt and black pepper to taste
(1) Pound fresh mushrooms, sliced
(½)	pound mozzarella or jack cheese,
shredded
Directions:
Refrigerate unbaked shell for 15
minutes or longer. Before baking, using a
fork, prick bottom and sides of crust at ½-inch
intervals. Bake at 400 degrees F. for 5 to 8 minutes
until lightly browned. Remove from oven and
set aside. Reduce oven heat to 350 degrees.
Meanwhile, sauté onions in vegetable oil in a
large skillet until golden. Add turmeric, basil,
oregano, salt and pepper. Stir in mushrooms
and cook until mushrooms are soft and excess
liquid evaporates. Remove from heat and stir
in cheese. Turn filling into prebaked pie shell.
Bake at 350 degrees F. for 10 minutes or more
until pastry is golden brown. Remove from oven
and let stand for 5 minutes before slicing. Yield:
4 to 6 servings
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10 Effective Tips to Help
Your Loved One Seek
Treatment for a Substance
Use Problem
by Michael Asher, MD, and
Jeff Foote, PhD
Excerpted from The
Huffington Post,
Jan. 12, 2015
When an individual is in
the throes of struggling with
substance problems, chaos becomes a regular
part of life for both the individual (also known
clinically as the identified patient, or “IP”), and
his or her family. As mental health clinicians, we
spend a great deal of time working with desperate
family members in their journey to help the IP
to enter treatment. The families we work with
experience a confluence of emotions including
sadness, guilt, hopelessness, anger, frustration,
and fear. When we first meet with these families
it is clear that they have exhausted many of their
coping mechanisms and resources to influence
the IP in the direction of change. At this point,
pleading, threatening, arguing, confronting and
avoiding have all been tried with limited success.
Unfortunately, and in addition, family members
can be struggling with their own mental health
issues including anxiety, depression, substance
use issues, and trauma in part due to and/or
exacerbated by the stress.
Feeling alone, stigmatized, and devastated,
families are left with many questions. “How
did my loved one get to be like this?” “What
could I have done differently?” “Why does
he/she continue to hurt themselves and us so
recklessly?” “Am I an enabler? “ “Should I just
cut the person off or administer tough love?”
While many families are convinced that the IP
“doesn’t want to change,” we regularly point
out that although a part of them might desire
change, they may not feel they have the skills to
do so currently.
In spite of such tragedy, we feel incredibly
lucky and privileged as clinicians to work with
these inspiring and resilient families because
individuals and families can and do change!
While good outcomes are attainable over
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time, it is imperative for families and the IP to
recognize that the management of substance
use disorders is a process like any other chronic
medical condition (e.g., diabetes, hypertension
and obesity).
Regrettably, there is an abundance of
misinformation available to the general public
regarding the treatment of substance use
disorders. Reality television shows often portray
dramatic and provocative “interventions” that
claim to result in radical change. Unfortunately,
these types of approaches rarely work and can
serve to alienate and shame the individual, often
leaving him or her with lower self-esteem, selfhatred and hopelessness. To make matters even
more complicated, the person being confronted
is often under the influence of a substance
leaving them very fragile, impaired, disinhibited,
defensive, and demonstrating poor judgment
with an inability to comprehend the nature of the
intervention.
Here are 10 tips that may increase the
likelihood of getting your loved one to engage in
treatment (or change of any sort!) while keeping
you as healthy as possible.
1. Your own self-care is essential.
2. Establish your own personal limits.
3. Avoid terms that carry stigma such as “addict,”
“enabler” and “co-dependent.”
4. Learn to communicate in a nonjudgmental way.
Explain to the IP that this struggle is different
for everyone, and that there are any number
of paths to change that could be helpful.
5. Recognize strengths of the IP. Validate their
experience. Acknowledge that their substance
use behaviors do not define who they are as
a person.
6. Make a commitment to addressing your own
issues (seeking your own treatment) with the
IP. Own your piece of the struggle.
7. Empathize with the dilemma of ambivalence
that the IP faces.
8. Respond effectively to this ambivalence and
subsequent reluctance to change from the
IP. Understand their point of view. Stay away
from threats. Invitation works better.
9. Seek outside consultation from a clinician you
trust. Learning how to communicate with the
IP in the most optimal way takes time. Learn to
control the way you deliver a message.
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10. 
Suggest the first visit to a mental health
provider be simply “an initial consult to find
out what treatment options exist.” The focus
of the consult could be managing stress and
anxiety and not necessarily addiction per se.
Dr. Michael Ascher serves as a clinical associate
in psychiatry at the University of Pennsylvania
and is in private practice. He is coeditor of “The
Behavioral Addictions.” He is on the Board of
New Directions Support Group. See his website
at AscherMD.com.

HELP: What do I do with
the Rest of My Life?
The Compass asked Norman
Cotterell, PhD, of the Beck
Institute in Bala Cynwyd, PA,
to help “Feeling Lost” with a
few of her problems.
Here are his responses
Dear Dr. C,
I feel lost.
All too often, therapists tell clients, “A feeling
is not a fact. Feeling something is true doesn’t
make it true.” Still, the fact of the matter is that
you feel lost. A feeling in this case may be a
deeply held belief. And beliefs are based on
evidence. And beliefs invite questions: What
leads you to believe that you are lost? Are you
here because you want to find your way and get
back on track?
I haven’t worked in 4 years …
How do you spend your time? How would you
like to spend your time?
…due to a combination of wanting to change
careers,
What did you dislike about your last job? What
did you like? If success were guaranteed, what
would you do career-wise?
…getting divorced,
What did you dislike about your husband? What
did you like? If success were guaranteed, what
would you want relationship-wise?
…and some severe depression
How did you see yourself when you were
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depressed? How did you see those around you?
Your world? How did you see your future? What
were you able to do with depression?
…and bipolar illness.
How did you see yourself when you were manic?
How did you see those around you? And how
did you see your future? Did you do anything
reckless or dangerous when you were last in that
state? Are there any remaining repercussions?
I am now stable on medication,
What have you learned from your journey? How
do you put that learning into practice? What do
like about stability? Is there anything you don’t
like about it?
…and I have a graduate degrees in psychology
What drew you towards psychology? What do
you like about it? What don’t you like?
and law from many years ago.
What drew you towards law? What do you like
about it? What don’t you like?
I am also a yoga teacher.
What drew you towards yoga? What do you like
about teaching it? Is there anything you don’t
like about it?
I not only don’t know what I want to do . . .
Do you know what you like and don’t like? Could
that be a way to find out what you want? If you
took the things you don’t like and flipped them
to the reverse, would you find something that
you do want?
but also feel that taking a retail job or something
like that is somehow a failure,
Is there anything attractive about retail work?
Are there any other disadvantages of such work?
What leads you to see it as a failure? Is there
another way to look at that? How do you define
success? How important is success to you?
and I wouldn’t be able to fully support myself
with them.
How important is income to you? Self-sufficiency?
Financial independence? If they are important,
what constructively can you do in the next week
as a small step towards fully supporting yourself?
Further, the gaps in my job history make me
concerned that I won’t get a job at all.
What leads you to believe that? True, it may be
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difficult, still does “difficult” mean “impossible?”
What constructively can you do in the next week
to increase your odds?
What I’d prefer to do is work for myself,
What attracts you towards self-employment?
What has kept you from pursuing it?
but what or how is lacking.
Could your likes and dislikes about previous jobs
and activities point you towards something that
you do like or even want? What do you want
your life to be about? What is truly important to
you? In the words of Victor Frankl, if you knew
the “Why?” could you bear almost any “How?”
Do you know someone who does work that
may interest you? Do you know someone who
knows someone? Could you ask that person for
Information about the job market in that field?
Could you ask them for Advice: “What would
you do if you were in my situation?” And finally,
could you ask them for the Names of five people
to call for information and counsel?
Maybe helping people over the Internet through
a Skype type medium?
What do you like about that option? Do you
greatly value your privacy, your space, your
home, your personal comfort? Is there anything
you don’t like? What does it mean for you to
help people?
…with coaching or yoga or something.
What draws you to coaching? What about
coaching is meaningful to you? Is there a deeper
meaning that you attach to yoga? Is there joy in
providing it to others? Is there joy in practicing
it yourself?
I’ve looked for jobs
Where have you looked? Where haven’t you
looked? Is there any business nearby that you
might enjoy working with, or being a part of
their team? Do you know somebody who works
there? Do you know somebody who knows
somebody who might work there? Could you
conduct a brief informational interview, asking
them for Information, Advice, and Names?
…but I find it anxiety provoking.
What thoughts or images, if any, run through
your mind when you feel anxious? Or is it purely
physical? What is the risk? What do you fear
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might happen? What’s the worst that could
happen? Are you overestimating the risks?
What are your resources? What tools, talents,
skills, abilities, advocates, experiences, do you
have, or have access to? What are your gifts?
What do you have on your side? Are you
underestimating your resources? Are you afraid
of the anxiety? Do you see anxiety as difficult,
dangerous, or challenging? Do you see anxiety
itself as a threat? Do you feel anxious about
feeling anxious? Does that fear of fear cause it to
expand, mount, and grow? Could you envision
yourself accepting anxiety? Seeing it as energy?
Seeing it as energy to help you deal with a
challenge? What would happen if you did?
I know I have to take steps, small steps,
What happens when you tell yourself “I have
to…”? Does it motivate you? Does it get you
moving? Are you the kind of person who finds
it easier to take action when you tell yourself, “I
have no choice?” Or are you the kind of person
who finds it easier to take action when you tell
yourself, “I do have a choice?” Which strategy
works better for you?
…but it just seems pointless at times.
Could the point be “to find a point”? Could
“finding a purpose” give you a purpose? Might
“the search for meaning” itself provide meaning?
Do you gauge progress by your actions, or by
the results of your actions? Which of these do
you directly control? Could any action in any
valued direction provide meaning, regardless of
the outcome?
I am in a financial hole and need to do something.
Might necessity be the mother of invention?
Are you able to envision yourself fully accepting
these current circumstances? Do you see yourself
choosing a direction based on your deeper
values and principles: Finding a path, making
a contribution, working, growing, connecting,
seeing the best in yourself, being stable and
healthy, helping others, fighting for them, gaining
strength and flexibility, knowing what you want
to do, recognizing successes, fully supporting
yourself, making a contribution, developing your
skills, planning a strategy, gaining influence,
coaching and calming yourself, taking the
necessary steps, and seeing the significance in
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what you do? What might happen if now you
take action in the direction of such values?
Norman Cotterell, PhD, is the Clinical Coordinator of
the Beck Institute. He earned his BA in psychology from
Princeton University and his PhD from the University
of Delaware. He has lectured extensively on stress
management, anger, depression, panic disorder, PTSD, and
substance abuse. He treats older adolescents and adults
and older adults. See the Beck website at BeckInstitute.
org.

SEASONED BIKE RIDER
TAKES A TUMBLE
by Saul Miller, DMD
This article was first published in the Journal of
the Philadelphia County Dental Society, January
February March 2015 edition.
The next time you think you can’t take time
off from work, remember that most people,
including dentists, in their last days on this side
of the grass do not say, “I wish I had spent more
time working.” I imagine this is the case even if
one truly loves his or her occupation.
I usually do not take a vacation of more
than one week. In my formative years, which
lasted longer than anticipated, it would take
until Wednesday for me to wind down from the
office, upon which time I would immediately
start winding up for my return. Needless to say,
the relaxation achieved could be considered
fleeting, at best. However, at this point in my
journey, a bike ride, a hike, even a mall walk,
all have the benefits of a vacation including
relaxation, endorphin flow, peace of mind and
mindfulness. I no longer have to wait for that
special trip to experience a “vacation.”
This was as it was on August 24 as I rode
my bike in New Jersey, north on Rt. 29 toward
Frenchtown. I was with several friends, one of
whom is a firefighter and EMT. As I have told
people, it’s important to have water, a pump,
tools and an EMT. As it happens, I drank the
water, used the tools to fix another rider’s flat tire,
and needed the skill, care and judgment of the
EMT when I crashed and fractured my collar bone
and three ribs, in addition to sustaining a mild
concussion. This was followed by an ambulance
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ride to Flemington, a NJ State Trooper Medevac
chopper flight to St. Luke’s in Bethlehem and
surgery to insert a plate and seven screws to
put my collar bone together. Obviously, several
weeks of recovery provided me with more than a
week’s worth of time off to ponder the meaning
of life.
A reasonable degree of fitness is important
for life, but also for recovering from the inevitable
injury, defeat and obstacle in life. Just after my
fall, a non-practicing physician stopped to check
out the crash scene and crowd that surrounded
me. After a quick assessment, including a few
questions to determine if I was aware of the
situation, he told my friends, “He’ll be okay, he’s
an athlete.” As I have told many who inquired
about my healing progress, “I’m in pretty good
shape for the shape I’m in, and things would
probably be much worse if I were not in the
shape I was in prior to the shape I am in.”
Not surprisingly, I have often been asked if I
plan to stop cycling as a result of the crash and
resultant unfortunate sequelae. While initially I
did not want to think about riding, that gradually
changed. Caring gifts that included training
wheels and Icy Hot also brought me back to
thinking of the joys of riding. It is true that cyclists
have biking related injuries, but others often have
the same injuries for less enjoyable reasons that
also make for less interesting stories. ER’s are
full of injured and sick patients who don’t ride a
bike, many of whom have been there much more
often than I have. I recently read that you don’t
stop doing things because you get old, you get
old because you stop doing things. An example
of this is a former 103 year-old patient who said
the only reason he stopped bowling was because
they closed the bowling alley.
No matter what we do, no one is getting
out of this life without problems, injuries or
the final life experience. While observing and
studying how people deal with life and adversity,
I have seen those who deal with overwhelming
challenges with impressive psychological and
physical results and those who don’t. Fortunately,
my observations and study paid off, and I was
able to deal very well with the trauma, fractures,
concussion and recovery. Of course, this might
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have been the ultimate act of self-preservation
so that I would not have to incur the wrath and
wit of the talented Rita, my assistant.
At times I have been advised that my columns
are in need of a conclusion. Well, this is my
conclusion – I am now going out for a bike ride
on the new Chester Valley Trail.

Charged Up: Advances
in the Treatment of
Psychiatric Disorders
by Dan Hartman, MD
Medical Director,
Philmont Guidance
Center
Several weeks ago,
I had the pleasure of
meeting with first and second year medical
students attending Drexel University College of
Medicine (my alma mater). The event was billed
as an opportunity for students to meet with alumni
and learn about opportunities in the various
medical careers. I was joined by colleagues
representing general and orthopedic surgery,
family medicine, radiology, emergency medicine
and obstetrics/gynecology. Their tables were, in
general, busier than mine. Psychiatry tends to
be an overlooked medical specialty. Historically,
psychiatry’s cerebral approach to its branch of
medicine attracted a particular type of student.
Other specialties had the benefit of blood, guts
and procedures to attract attention. Psychiatrists
mostly . . . well . . . we sat and we listened . . . and
listened . . . and thought . . . and listened some
more . . . and occasionally said something . . .not
necessarily the most exciting of specialties. Back
when I was a first year medical student, Prozac
was still over the horizon. The newest, greatest
innovation that we had was CBT . . . cognitive
behavior therapy. Still great . . . still a mainstay
of treatment . . . but in many ways more of the
same. Sitting. Listening. Occasionally talking.
It occurred to me as I prepared for this event,
however, that the world of psychiatry today is so
different from the world of psychiatry 20 years
ago. We obviously have all the psychotherapy
techniques at our disposal, many of which
have been refined and enhanced through two
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decades of research. We have a wealth of
medications available to us that can be used
singly or in combination to address the wide
range of psychiatric issues. But most exciting are
the developments in the use of electro-magnetic
interventions that are likely to revolutionize the
delivery of psychiatric care over the next several
decades. THAT was the message that I tried
to deliver to the medical students that night.
Psychiatry today is not what it was a generation
ago. It is much more technologically savvy, much
more hands on, and much more likely to produce
beneficial results for the patient. So, what are
these “electro-magnetic” innovations that are
so exciting? Let’s review the range of options
that are currently available and talk about some
new treatments that are on the horizon. We can
begin with the big and scary.
Electro-convulsive Therapy (ECT)
ECT, or “shock treatment” as it is colloquially
referred to, is one of the oldest and most
controversial of psychiatric interventions. It was
discovered years ago that inducing a seizure
in patients with severe depression can result in
improvement in mood. Most people’s mental
picture of what ECT looks like comes from Jack
Nicholson’s performance in “One Flew Over
The Cuckoo’s Nest”, the 1975 adaptation of
Ken Kesey’s classic 1962 novel. By the mid-70’s,
ECT treatment had been seriously refined to
where it was a humane and medically managed
event. Typically done in a closely monitored
medical setting (such as the recovery room
of a surgical suite), the patient is attended to
by a well-trained psychiatrist, nurses and an
anesthesiologist. The patient is helped to be
comfortable on a medical gurney and an IV is
started. Sedation is administered to allow the
patient to go to sleep for the procedure. An
ultra-short acting neuromuscular blocking agent
is given to disconnect the body’s muscles from
the activity of the brain. When the electrical
shock is administered to the patient, the brain has
a seizure, but the body remains still because of
the blocking agent. It DOES NOT look like poor
Jack thrashing about on the table. The seizure
lasts about a minute or so. The blocking agent
wears off in about 5 minutes, and the sedation
begins to wear off over the course of the next 30
minutes or so. Before long, the patient is up and
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can be on their way, albeit, with the assistance of
a family member or friend.
One of the problems with ECT over the
years, and one that will be unavoidable, is
the invasiveness of the treatment. It requires
general anesthesia (however brief), so the
patient receiving the treatment must have a ride
to and from the treatment. A typical course of
treatment involves three treatments per week
for 2-4 weeks, with the number of treatment
sessions dictated by the clinical progress the
patient demonstrates. The greatest concern
comes from the effect that ECT has on memory.
Most patients experience some mild retrograde
amnesia (forgetting events that occurred prior
to the treatments) and some mild anterograde
amnesia (forgetting events that occur after the
treatments). Amnesia is much more common in
patients who receive bilateral treatment (shocks
to both sides of the head simultaneously) rather
than unilateral treatment.
Use of bilateral
treatment can enhance treatment response,
however, and is often used when patients show
no response to unilateral treatment. The biggest
innovation in the delivery of ECT has been
the development of new “pulse parameters”
that have significantly reduced the memory
side-effects of the treatment. By using ultrashort pulses that have a different “shape” than
the old-style pulses, memory issues that are
associated with the treatment tend to be less
severe and shorter in duration than in the past.
Persistent memory issues, however, continue to
be one of the potential long-term side effects
that are unavoidable for a small percentage of
patients. One of the big draws for ECT, however,
is the potential benefits. It has a fairly robust
rate of improving symptoms (percentages vary
depending on the study) and a remission rate of
about 50%. Antidepressant treatment following
ECT is important to reduce the rate of relapse.
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation is the
application of MRI strength magnetic pulses,
typically delivered to the left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in a pattern that has
been shown in studies to reduce the symptoms
of Major Depression. I still fondly remember the
moment in 2009 when I received a notice in the
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mail from Neuronetics (the developer of the first
FDA approved TMS system) that their system
was approved and available for use. “Yahoooo!”
I shouted out loud. Really . . . I DID!! Finally,
something besides ECT to help my patients who
were not getting better with medicine. If only it
were that easy.
TMS had been in the works for decades. First
used by neuroscientists as a brain mapping tool,
it was found through trial, error and serendipity,
that magnetic pulses can safely be used as an
intervention for depression.
Many systems
sprung up, but could not reach statistical validity
and reliability. It was the Neuronetic system
that finally met that threshold. The treatment
itself is well tolerated. The first TMS treatment
involves finding the location for treatment and
the intensity of the magnetic pulse to be used.
This location can then be used as an ‘anchor’ to
estimate the location of the site of treatment.
Each treatment involves the delivery of 3000
magnetic pulses. The pulses are delivered in
4 second bursts, separated by 26 seconds of
rest, for 37.5 minutes. There is no anesthesia,
no memory loss and no cognitive dysfunction.
You can drive yourself to the office, receive your
treatment, and go about your day. No need for
assistance of others, and no need to otherwise
alter your schedule. This has allowed me to
treat people with active work lives (including an
accountant and a physician) without interrupting
their professional lives.
FDA approval for the Neuronetics system
came in 2008. What should have resulted in
great whoops of joy and a clamor of bells was met
instead, with silence. Despite FDA approval for
the system, insurance carriers continued to view
TMS treatment as “experimental” and therefore
not a covered service. That meant that TMS was
“approved” only for those who could come up
with the money to pay for the treatment out-ofpocket. At a cost of over $300 for each treatment
and a standard treatment protocol that involved
5 treatments a week for six weeks followed by a
three week taper, patients would need to spend
$10,000 or more to get treatment. And some
patients did. And some patients did get better.
And some did not. And that has been the
hardest part of my experience as a physician who
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has provided TMS for the last five years. It was
those patients who did not get better who have
driven me to understand how to use TMS more
effectively as a tool for depression. How does it
work? Why does it not work sometimes? What
are the best techniques to enhance response?
I recently completed a Visiting Fellowship
in Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation at Duke
University and found the answers to some of
my questions. TMS works by inducing electrical
currents in brain tissue using brief magnetic
pulses (Faraday’s law for those of you with physics
backgrounds). The electrical currents produced
by the magnetic coil are not as robust as those
that occur in ECT, so the risks to the patient are
greatly reduced. The depth of the magnetic pulse
is relatively shallow, only about 2.4 cm (about
one inch). By stimulating the top surface of the
brain in just the right location, deeper structures
can be activated that are involved in supporting
and maintaining mood. Since the intensity of the
stimulus is less robust, there are no generalized
seizures (except as a very rare side effect). There
is also no risk of memory/cognitive difficulties.
The most common side effect is pain at the site
of treatment that I liken to a woodpecker tapping
on your head. For reasons that defy explanation,
this discomfort tends to be worst at first, and less
severe over time. Headache can occur, but is
typically alleviated by OTC meds such as Tylenol
or Motrin.
The reason TMS works for some patients but
not for others continues to be a mystery, much as
it is for treatment failures for other interventions
(including ECT). I was able to learn several
modifications to the standard protocols that
have the potential to improve response rates to
the treatment. The first is a modification on how
I determine the location for treatment. While
the standard protocol puts the treatment coil in
the proper location for many patients, variation
in head size can impact on the accuracy of this
technique. I have adopted a method of head
measurements used by neurologists for decades
to help accurately determine the location of
the DLPFC. In addition, there is evidence that
slow-pulse TMS treatment on the right side of
the brain can be effective for some patients with
depression. I have elected to combine both the
left sided “fast” pulse treatment with right sided
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“slow” pulse treatment in an effort to enhance
treatment response. While it is still too early
to say for certain, I am very encouraged by my
results so far.
Another exciting development in TMS
is the approval of the “deep-TMS” system
developed by Brainsway. Even though its
magnetic pulses do not reach much further into
the brain, it stimulates a larger percentage of
the brain. This diffuse stimulation has potential
benefits, but also potential drawbacks. The
focal nature of the Neuronetics coil allows for
fast stimulation in one area of the brain and
slow stimulation in other areas of the brain.
This differentiation may be important for some
patients with depression. For some patients,
however, the more global activation of brain
tissue with Brainsway’s H-coil can be very
effective for treating their depression. To date
there are no head-to-head studies comparing
the two devices.
TACS and TDCS
Transcranial Alternating Current Stimulators
and Transcranial Direct Current Stimulators are
two types of systems that use relatively low
levels of electrical current to ‘nudge’ the brain
into functioning more effectively, returning it
to a healthier state of being. Of the two, TACS
has been cleared by the FDA for the treatment
of anxiety, depression and insomnia. Several
TACS systems are currently on the market. The
most popular systems are one put out by FisherWallace, the other, the Alpha-Stim, manufactured
by Electromedical Products, International. The
Alpha-Stim uses the power of two AAA batteries
to deliver a patented microcurrent of electricity
via soft clips that are put on each ear. The
system is worn for 20-40 minutes once a day.
Studies show that use of this system increases
the percentage of time the brain spends in
“alpha-wave” generation. Alpha waves are
associated with lower levels of arousal and
greater relaxation. When used daily for 30-60
days, the majority of patients report significant
benefits. I have recently chosen to bring the
Alpha-Stim product into my list of clinical options
for my patients as a way of avoiding the use of
medications or minimizing their use. In doubleblind studies, use of the Alpha-Stim product
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has shown significant reductions in anxiety and
depression and improved sleep in patients with
these difficulties. The system is well tolerated
and the majority of patients surveyed report
improvement. It is currently in use in the VA
system to treat symptoms of anxiety and PTSD
in soldiers returning from combat. In my brief
experience with the Alpha-Stim, I have seen
dramatic improvements in patients who were
otherwise struggling and not responding to
medication changes. It gives me great hope
that this system will allow me to minimize the
use of medications in many of my patients.
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulators also have
shown promise in the management of symptoms
of depression. They, too, work on low levels
of current and appear to be associated with
improvements in mood and anxiety. These
systems are not yet cleared for use in psychiatric
disorders.
The Future
As I hope you can see from the above, we
are entering a period of great advances in
neuropsychiatric technology. Other systems of
treatment and enhanced techniques of current
systems are being explored with very exciting
results. Over the next decade or two, dramatic
advances in electro-magnetic treatment options
will revolutionize the treatment of Major
Depression, Bipolar Disorder, OCD, Fibromyalgia,
ADHD, and how we treat patients who suffer
from traumatic brain injury and stroke. Mental
health professionals will have an expanding array
of exciting and effective treatment options to
help patients heal and function at their highest
potential. Indeed, as I tried to impress on the
students who came to speak with me . . . this is
NOT my father’s psychiatry . . . and it is a GREAT
time to be a psychiatrist!

Is Medication Forever?

Q: I have been diagnosed with a psychiatric
condition and my doctor put me on medicine
that helps me . . . does that mean I have to take
this medicine forever?
A: There are so many medication options
these days and so much push for doctors to
make people better faster, that many people get
put on medicine quickly and then get “stuck” on
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them for fear of what would happen if they got
off. While some of the more serious psychiatric
conditions really do benefit from life-long
treatment with medicine, it is my philosophy to
explore the option of medication reduction and,
potentially, stopping medicine with the patients
that I work with. While this is a topic that could
fill the pages of a book, there are some basic
guidelines that I use to guide the decision
process:
1. How young is the patient? It is more common
than ever for patients to be put on medication
at a younger and younger age.
While
medication can be very helpful and alleviate
unnecessary suffering for a young person, does
treatment with Zoloft for separation anxiety at
age 6 mean Zoloft for life? If the doctor and
the parent are not careful, treatment can go on
for years without an adequate reassessment of
need. In general, if medication is prescribed
early in life . . . the person deserves a trial off
the medicine.
2. What was the age of patient when the symptoms
started . . . and how old is the patient now? In
general, symptoms that start when someone
is young, and persist as a patient gets older,
are more likely to need ongoing medication
than symptoms that started much later in a
patient’s life.
3. 
What type of symptoms are they and how
severe do they get? Some generalizations
here. Anxiety, unless specifically initiated by
a life event, tends to be a part of a patient’s
personality structure. If you are an anxious kid,
you likely came from anxious stock and you
will likely have some anxiety as you get older.
Depression can be more episodic. Mania can
be episodic . . . but has a high rate of relapse.
Psychosis can wax and wane, but tends to be
more persistent over a lifespan. The decision
to continue or discontinue medication will be
heavily influenced by the above parameters.
4. What would be the consequences of a return
of full blown symptoms at this time? Timing
is everything. If life would be devastated
by a return of full blown symptoms at this
time, perhaps it is not a good time to adjust
medicine.
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If, in working with a patient/family, it is
decided that now is a good time to give medicine
reduction a try, how do we go about it? The
real question here is what factors will increase
the chances of a successful taper of medicine.
Again, this could be the subject of a book! In
general, I try to keep the following in mind . . .
1. Reduce only one medicine at a time. Many
patients take more than one medicine. It is
VERY helpful to be ‘scientific’ about this process
and create only one medication variable. If
we drop the dose of two medicines and things
get bad, we have to start both medicine back
up and then start all over by decreasing one
medicine.
2. Go slow. This is the most frustrating for the
patients that I work with. When they get to
the point where they want off medicine . . .
they want off medicine. Going off too soon
can potentially expose a patient to withdrawal
symptoms, in addition to the risk of a return of
the treated symptoms. This is especially true if
someone has been on high doses of medicine
for a long period of time. Then I will go very
slowly. As a general rule of thumb, I like to go
down by no more than 25% every 2-4 weeks.
The speed of the taper will be adjusted to the
current clinical situation.
3. 
My personal preference is to avoid big
changes before big life events, and rarely do
I advocate for a decrease of medicine in the
winter. Decreasing medicine before a big
event (a wedding . . . a new job . . . starting
college or high school) can be a set up for
some very unhappy memories. Better to wait
till life is a bit more settled. Winter? Just not
a good time for many people.
4. Support . . . support . . . support. Let me say
this again . . . SUPPORT! It is vital that you have
important people around you involved in the
decision and in the monitoring of symptoms
over time. I urge everyone on medicine
to work with a therapist and to keep that
connection with a therapist even when things
are going well. When you start to decrease
the medicine, the frequency of therapy visits
should go up, not down. Remember, therapy
functions as a medicine. All the research shows
this! And the combination of medication
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and therapy is more robust than either one
alone. Too many people start tapering off
their medicine and taper off their therapy
at the same time. It is important to have an
independent trusted confidant that will help
you keep your molehills from becoming
mountains. It is equally important to entrust
selected people in your life to raise red-flags
when they see you not being at your best. A
raised red flag does not mean the medicine
must go back up, but it does mean that the
process should be looked at and evaluated.
Perhaps the decrease needs to slow down a
bit or perhaps you need a temporary bump
back up.
If the taper of your medicine occurs and
you are doing fine . . . congratulations! I would
still encourage meeting with your prescribing
physician every three months or so to reassess.
And just to be on the safe side, your visits with
your therapist should also continue. If, on the
other hand, your taper was not successful . . .
take heart. Perhaps it was just not the right time.
Get back on the dose of medicine that provides
for stabilization and good function, and give it
a bit more time. I usually recommend another
year or so of treatment, and then a re-evaluation
of the benefits/risks of another try at tapering
the medicine.
Dan Hartman, MD, is medical director of Philmont Guidance
Center which has several offices in the Greater Philadelphia
Area. See PhilmontGuidance.com. He is also author of The
Sidewalk Psychiatrist and takes questions about psychiatric
problems. See TheSidewalkPsychiatrist. com.

NEW MEDICATIONS
Retired pharmacist Lawrence
“Larry” A. DiBello, RPh, is
always a popular guest speaker
at New Directions. He admits
that there are very few new
meds available.
Here are excerpts from his
presentation in January, 2015.
All medications that affect the central nervous
system should be titrated (weaned), both when
they are started and when they are discontinued.
This is because nerve endings change slowly.
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SLEEP
Oleptro, is long-acting Trazodone, with an
initial dose of 150 mg. May be titrated to 375
mg daily for sleep.
Silenor, low-dose doxepin, for sleep. Lasts 8
hours. Low side effects. No hangover.
Ramelteon, a sleep agent, is being studied
for bipolar disorder. Rozerem sublingual, melts
under the tongue, is also being tested.
DEPRESSION AND MOOD STABILIZATION
Mirapex or generic pramipexole is used in the
treatment of Parkinson’s disease as it increases
dopamine in the brain. In several studies it’s
been found useful to treat bipolar depression
and unipolar depression.
Provigil and Nuvigil, for narcolepsy, are being
looked at for bipolar disorder depression and
regular depression.
Stavzor – delayed release valproic acid
(Depakote) is easier on the stomach.
Pristiq-Desvenlafaxine long-acting Effexor
may be taken once daily for depression.
Aplenzin (bupropion) is long acting for
depression.
Abilify Maintenance Injectable - long-acting
Abilify lasts 30 days. All antipsychotics have
“depo” or “injectable” forms.
Folic acid is a B vitamin that is helpful for
depression. Most experts feel that 1.2 mgs per
day help. The normal amount of folic acid in
multivitamins and B Compex is only 0.4 mgs.
Deplin-L Methyl Folate 15 mg, is a much more
active form of Folic Acid and other B vitamins.
Generic is now available.
Omega 3 Fatty Acids also help elevate the
mood. The best fish oil is the 1400 mg formulation,
available at Walgreen’s and Walmart.
Beta Endorphin is a neurotransmitter found
naturally in our bodies. It’s produced when we
exercise, which all medical experts agree helps
depression. It produces a mild euphoria and acts
as an analgesic (pain reliever).
SOCIAL ANXIETY
Intranasal pherines for social anxiety disorder
– a synthetic neuroactive pherine targets nasal
chromosensory receptors.
MOOD CHARTING
Mood charts are available on the Internet
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through a search engine. Provides a simple
means of generating a graphic representation of
the changes in your illness over the time since
your last doctor visit.
Allows patients and caregiver a systematic
way to bring together important pieces of info
such as: a record of medication being taken,
mood changes, major life events affecting mood,
helps patients see emerging patterns that may
otherwise be difficult to discern.
Lawrence A. DiBello of Springfield, PA, volunteers at the
Friends Hospital Resource Center. To ask him questions
about medication, email him at
LarryDiBello700 @ me.com or leave a message at 215514-5110.

THE PIONEERING WORK OF
SHARON R. KATZ
Sharon R. Katz, MSN, FPMH-APRN, CRNP, is a nurse
practitioner and the founder, owner and executive
director of Collaborative Care of
Abington, PA. A psychotherapist,
teacher, speaker, writer, and board
member of New Directions Support
Group, she is the winner of this
year’s American Psychiatric Nurses
Association (APNA) Award for
Innovation.

by Martha Hunter
Right from the start of her nursing career,
Sharon R. Katz had a vision of having patients
who were hospitalized for physical issues being
able to have their mental health needs met at
the same time. She foresaw an integrated model
of body and spirit - physical and mental care.
Sharon began with a BS in Nursing, then earned
her MS in Psychiatric Nursing, then a Marriage
and Family Certification. In 1994 she founded
Collaborative Care of Abington, PA. In the last
20 years Sharon has continued her education
and expanded her capabilities to bring quality
care to her clients.
The innovation that won Sharon the APNA
award is a progressive model of making mental
health care more accessible to the community.
Often, a person considering help doesn’t know
where to turn or who to call. Collaborative Care’s
plan is to place a mental health professional
in the offices of primary care physicians. The
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doctor would then be able to refer his patient
to appropriate help on the spot with all relevant
medical information available: integrated care.
What can a person expect when they’ve
chosen a psychotherapist?
In Sharon’s words, “A psychotherapist is not
a lone wolf.” She is a professional who works by
the rules within a framework of science. She is not
a pastor or parent. She may be a good listener
but her practice doesn’t hinge on listening
skills alone. She is a trained professional who
integrates the client’s life issues with the science
behind the need.
There are all levels of counselors available
from pastoral to a wise friend to a peer specialist.
While these have their place they should not be
presented as medical care.
Alternative therapies such as massage,
aromatherapy, special diets and meditation
also have their place and can be recommended
by a professional, but they should not take
precedence over science-based mental health
care.
When Collaborative Care of Abington
was founded 20 years ago, it was Sharon’s
goal to bring quality mental health care to the
community, making it accessible to the widest
population. She has worked over the years to
grow the practice through developing and hiring
quality staff, knowing and abiding by established
standards, keeping records and evidence of
outcomes, working with primary care physicians
and insurance companies (who are the ones
who set the standards) and by presenting the
practice to the community. The seeker of mental
health care doesn’t know the practitioner so
the counseling center must “introduce” itself in
order to build trust.
What’s next for Collaborative Care: They
have opened three new centers. These are
community based and integrated with other
modalities of medical care: Collaborative Care of
North Willow Grove – the mental health office is
located at North Willow Grove Family Medicine;
Collaborative Care of Mews in Willow Grove,
specializing in adolescents; and the newest office
in Bala Cynwyd.
Perhaps one of the most exciting
innovations promoted by Collaborative Care is
“Genesight.”
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Endless trials of medication are often needed
to find out what medication works. Because a
drug has name recognition or because it works
with a number of patients doesn’t mean it will
work for everyone.
With Genesight a patient’s unique genetic
code is matched with appropriate medication.
This circumvents the numerous drug trials and
quitting medication that doesn’t work. The test
is simple. It involves a cheek swab, analysis and
scientific results. Most insurance companies pay
for this test.
Those of us who know Sharon appreciate her
ability to make us feel comfortable and warmed.
We who have benefited from her expertise
are proud of her for working so diligently and
faithfully toward her goal of excellence. We are
grateful to be included in her vision.
View the Collaborative Care website at
CollaborativeCare.com.
Martha Hunter of Willow Grove PA, is a retired early
education teacher and hospice chaplain, presently working
as a paraprofessional in the school district and writing
about spiritual issues. She has long experience with mental
health issues both as a client and as a pastoral counselor.

MY NEW LOVE AFFAIR
WITH ACUPUNCTURE
By Iris J. Arenson-Fuller
Bloomfield, CT
Valentine’s Day is coming
soon. I don’t want chocolates,
flowers or jewelry. I just want
little needles that come in a
sealed packet, and are lovingly
stuck in various strategic places
on my body, mostly in my arms, feet, legs, hand,
and sometimes in my ear, or the top of my head.
For five months I suffered from excruciating
pain, mostly in my left hip. I also had pain in my
neck, shoulder, arm, low back and legs. That had
been going on for some time (for years actually,
on and off, but these last months were the worst).
After seeing several doctors, having two MRI’s,
physical therapy, and a cortisone shot for the
trochanter bursitis, I was getting nowhere.
I had gone on vacation in Ireland for two
weeks during the early summer and felt great,
even doing walking and climbing, but at the
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end of August, I found myself having this awful
pain. The MRI’s revealed significant disk issues,
degeneration and compression of nerves, but
nobody really had any helpful strategies or
advice, except “one day I would need surgeries,
and that ‘micro surgeries’ have come a long
way.” It made no sense to me, though, that this
could have developed between early July and
late August. How did one explain that it was
suddenly so severe?
I was popping ibuprofen like mad, even
though it concerned me due to potential effects
on the GI system and on the heart. I refused
narcotics because I consider them dangerous,
but I was also popping muscle relaxants that
didn’t do much good. I had a growing collection
of pillows of various shapes, sizes and fillings, a
bunch of hot and cold packs that I used constantly,
and even a little portable TENS machine for
nerve stimulation.
When I saw my second orthopedist, he didn’t
want to repeat the cortisone injection so soon
after the first. (Cortisone can have side effects,
so should be used cautiously, but generally most
problems don’t occur if administered carefully
by a skilled physician.) He asked if I wanted to
resume physical therapy, which I had stopped
after cervical and lumbar traction prescribed by
a physiatrist made my pain worse. I didn’t, so he
told me that a number of his patients had very
good success with acupuncture.
This surprised me that a traditional, though
very nice MD suggested it, and I had already
begun to look into it. A good friend who had
been suffering from severe back pain for months
had begun acupuncture treatment nearby, but it
wasn’t covered by my insurance. Her practitioner
charges $150 for the first session, and $100
thereafter, which I didn’t feel I could manage.
Acupuncture should be more frequent initially,
and especially if the problem is severe or has
been going on for some time.
I did some research and found a great
Community Acupuncture Clinic about 15 minutes
away, one town over. They have a sliding scale
fee from $15-$35, which they do to make this
more accessible to those who need it. I have
been going twice a week now for about a month,
and though my problems are not completely
gone, the result has been dramatic. I made up
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my mind that even if this were not successful, I
owed it to myself to try, that I deserve it, and that
it is good for me in many ways.
I find it extremely relaxing. They play soft
music and you rest on a comfortable, sheetdraped recliner in one of two treatment rooms,
covered with some cozy fleece blankets. The
needles don’t hurt at all. Occasionally you feel
a tiny twinge upon insertion, but not always,
and you quickly forget they are there. You can
snooze, just relax and focus on your breathing
and healing process, or read. I do all of those at
different times and I love it.
I stay an hour or a little more, if I can. They
determine where to place the needles after
reviewing your initial history and the diagrams
you submit to them. Then they discuss with you
(in whispers) how you are and if there are any
changes or special needs before they begin each
session. You wear comfortable, loose clothing.
You don’t disrobe, but remove shoes, socks, roll
up skirt or pant legs and sleeves. I look forward to
my sessions and plan to keep going for a while,
and to return after a break if I need to.
Since I have begun, I have encountered
so many people I know who swear by these
treatments. A phone friend, a woman in her
mid-80’s who lives in Philadelphia, said she had
been in agony about 7 years ago, with sciatica.
A friend sent her personal acupuncturist as a
gift. She had multiple treatments and has not
been bothered by sciatica since. Her sister had
back surgery in Pittsburgh, with acupuncture as
her main anesthesia, and said the results were
amazing. She believes she recuperated from her
surgery very fast because of this.
Another friend had acupuncture to help pain
from her Rheumatoid Arthritis and also had
dramatic results. I know several people who
used acupuncture as adjunct treatments for their
anxiety disorders, depression, and also to help
them lose weight. Success stories are pouring
from the woodwork!
There are many different ways to do
acupuncture. There are similarities among them
and all involve needles that are placed in various
spots, according to which school of treatment.
The needles are disposable, and pre-packaged,
which has been the law everywhere in the U.S
since the 1990’s. Traditional Chinese is the most
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commonly practiced form in the U.S. The goal of
this type is to promote physical, spiritual, mental
and emotional balance and well-being.
Japanese style, Korean style, Hand
Acupuncture, Medical Acupuncture, (performed
by
licensed
physicians)
Auricular
(Ear)
Acupuncture and even Veterinary Acupuncture
are all becoming increasingly popular.
I am still undergoing treatment, so you will
have to check back with me for the final results,
but I am sold on it, as you may be able to tell.
I will no longer “needle” someone who tells
me he or she has used, and been happy with
acupuncture. Instead, I will happily return to be
stuck with needles as my gift to myself on my
healing journey. Try it. You might like it.
Iris J. Arenson-Fuller is a poet/writer, Certified Personal
Transformation Life Coach, mother, grandmother, and
former adoption agency founder/ director. She helps
people with loss, trauma, life reinvention and tough life
stage changes. She is also an expert on adoption issues of
all kinds, and helps fledgling and floundering coaches find
their niches and get their messages across to the world.
See her website at VisionPoweredCoaching. com.

WATCH ME!
By Judy Kroll
“Hi, I’m an addict named
Judy.” And around 6 years ago,
I decided that I needed help. I
was addicted to a substance
and I just couldn’t stop using
it no matter how hard I tried.
I had been diagnosed with
bipolar disorder in 1985 and had been living
“successfully” with it. I conquered my mental
demons; or so I thought.
In 1985, when I was forced, against my will,
(302ed), to check into the Philadelphia Psychiatric
Center, I was placed in a unit that was separated
by a hallway from the substance abuse patients.
We, the patients with mental disorders, all felt
superior to “the ones across the hall.” While
the psychiatrists only had to treat our mental
illnesses, the patients across from us had a more
complicated “dual-diagnosis.” That meant that
the psychiatrists had to deal with the patients’
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substance abuse issues first, before they could
even begin to address their underlying mental
illness. Thankfully, we weren’t one of them.
After I was diagnosed with bipolar II at age
19, I was told that unless I stayed on a mood
-stabilizing drug called lithium for the rest of my
life, I would cycle out of control every summer
and need to be hospitalized. I would never be
able to lead a “normal life.” I wouldn’t be able to
graduate college, hold a steady job, get married
or raise kids. In other words, I would be afforded
no stability or success of any kind and my fate
would be sealed. Unless I continued to take the
drug as prescribed, I was told that I was going
to spend the rest of my life going in and out
of mental institutions. Dutifully I followed suit
until the lithium caused severe scarring on my
face, neck and shoulders, and extreme weight
gain. Then I adamantly affirmed with all the
resolve that I could muster, that this fortune
would not be my fate. So at the ripe old age of
19, I went off lithium, against medical advice,
and railed against the psychiatrists who scared
me into thinking I would never have a “normal
life,” unless I adhered to certain conditions. I
proclaimed, “WATCH ME!”
I graduated college. I held many steady jobs.
I married, had a family, maintain a household
and my life today is “normal.” I’ve had no mental
hospitalizations since!
So after 20 years, how could I sink so low as
to become a drug addict? It was so beneath me,
but nonetheless, I decided I needed help. I had
a husband and a young child who relied on me.
I was the pivot upon which they rested. Going
to rehab was out of the question. So I started
my journey of recovery and I went to my first 12step meeting. Usually, when there is substance
abuse, there is almost assuredly a diagnosed or
undiagnosed mental illness attached to it. We
are all just trying to feel good. Make no mistake
about it. The program saved my life as it does
with countless others afflicted by the disease. I
do not think that I would have been able to stop
doing cocaine (a drug of choice by many people
with bipolar disorder) without the Program.
Cocaine increases dopamine in the brain and
simulates the “high” that a bipolar person feels
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when she is manic.
Narcotics Anonymous was, and still is, a
program based on HONESTY and spiritual
principles. They make no distinction between
alcohol use and/or drug use. In the beginning of
every meeting they state as part of the program’s
mantra,
“Thinking of alcohol as different from other
drugs has caused a great many addicts to
relapse. Before we came to NA we viewed
alcohol separately, but we cannot afford to be
confused about this. Alcohol is a drug. We are
people with the disease of addiction who must
abstain from all drugs in order to recover.”
Who were they kidding? No alcohol? Alcohol
wasn’t illegal. It was socially acceptable. My
problem was a cocaine addiction, not alcohol
abuse.
So I decided to make up my own rules. I
would follow some of the principles of Narcotics
Anonymous and leave behind the ones that
didn’t work for me. I got a sponsor, started doing
“step” work, attended meetings regularly, spoke
at meetings and accepted coins and key tags
marking my staying “clean from illegal drugs” for
5 years. I was lying the whole time because while
I was no longer snorting cocaine, I was drinking
alcohol. On Passover, my faith asks us to drink
4 glasses of wine. Who was I to argue with the
principles of Judaism? Still one to three times a
week I would go to meetings and continue the
lie. After all, the program was doing me more
good than harm. I rationalized trying to have
my cake and eat it too. I even attended NA
conventions, but I was never as fully committed
as the NA members wanted me to be because
I was still drinking. It was tearing me up inside.
I was a chameleon with a foot in both worlds
always looking over my shoulder, until I decided
to get out.
Once you are in NA, they want you to stay
forever for your own good. They label you an
addict. Once an addict, always an addict. Your
fate is sealed. They tell you that if you drink, or
leave the program, you will assuredly relapse
or even die of an overdose. You will never
have a “normal life.” Wait a minute, aren’t
they substituting one addiction for another by
making you go to meetings for the rest of your
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life? And most people in the program smoke
cigarettes. Isn’t that an addiction that could kill
you? They say that you are never really cured or
recovered and you must continue in the program
forever….. flashback to 25 years ago…. “You’ll
never lead a “normal life “ unless… It sure felt like
an ultimatum to me. I know that NA has helped
thousands, even me, but I felt trapped. I had to
get away from their scare tactics which prevent
you from testing the waters, for your own good.
It’s just like McDonalds has to warn you that your
coffee is hot.
Having never been a fan of the “one size
fits all” mentality, I made the decision to leave.
This required me telling the truth to my sponsor
and members of my program who believed in
me and helped me to grow immensely. The bird
was going to have to leave the nest. Shock and
dismay ensued. My sponsor “unfriended” me on
Facebook and told me that my level of deceit
was unparalleled. I just couldn’t keep lying to her
anymore. She was like a sister to me. I was afraid
that I was going to lose her and our relationship if
I told the truth. And I did for a time. I betrayed her,
but I had to remain true to myself. I drank alcohol
and I was tired of lying about it. Even though I
was scared to death to leave the program, I felt
relieved. I finally felt free of my burden.
The only requirement for membership in NA
is a “desire to stop using.” I do not have that. I
enjoy my wine. They don’t let you practice “NA
lite” like Reform Judaism where you can pick
and choose the principles you want to follow and
disregard the rest. Their reasoning is that NA is a
program of life or death. You can, however, come
back at any time, start over and will be accepted
back with open arms, if you agree to meet their
conditions.
I am no longer using cocaine. I am grateful
to NA for being there for me when I needed it. I
am also thankful that my former sponsor forgave
me. But mostly, I feel pride in the fact that once
again, I wasn’t going to let other people’s fears
and opinions that I would never lead a “normal
life” define me. I simply proclaimed, “WATCH
ME!”
Judy Kroll is a freelance writer, wife and mother residing in
Holland, Bucks County, PA.
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NEW DIRECTIONS’ LOVED
ONES GROUP
New Directions is very fortunate to have
Carole and Gregory Hodges who lead our
“Loved Ones Group” at Abington Presbyterian
Church. The “loved ones” meet at the same time
as diagnosed members, but inside the closed
doors of “The Library.”
Carole and Greg are on the inside track since
they personally have supported loved ones
through psychiatric conditions.
Here is their report.
Here are some of the biggest issues that we
deal with during our group sessions:
1. One big issue is that the doctors don’t spend
enough time with the patient. They give you
about 15 minutes, hardly enough time to
get to know the patient. This is due to lack
of funding. Our mental health programs are
one of the first to be cut by state and federal
government. As a result, doctors are cut and
their caseloads are added on to those doctors
who remain at the health clinic, cutting the
time available to see patients.
2. Inconsistency of seeing the psychiatrist. Many
psychiatrists leave the agency or no longer
take health insurance, forcing the patient to
pay huge out-of-pocket expenses.
3. The ill person is not making progress. They are
stagnant. What should they do?
This concern should be brought to the attention
of the psychiatrist. If it still continues, seek a new
doctor.
4. 
Patients are not compliant with their
medication. Finding the exact medication
cocktail can be time consuming, they may
suffer from side effects and feel better off of
meds! Patients are often impatient and don’t
give the medication trials enough time to
work. Another issue is a patient may have to
go through a number of medications before
the psychiatrist finds the cocktail that works.
5. Accepting what is. Once a person gets better,
the spouse may not be able to accept it. Let’s
say “Bill” has been depressed for several
years, not the same person he was before, but
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gradually he has been improving so he’s back
to a new, healthy self. He’s not the same as
before, but he is now healthy. His wife, “Lisa,”
wants him to go back to the person he once
was before the depression hit. “Lisa” is stuck.
She must learn to accept Bill’s new state of
wellness. She needs to go through a process
of mourning.
Success Stories
We have had many success stories, such
as diagnosed members who have completed
college, found good jobs, or are now living on
their own. These stories serve as beacons of light
for those still in search of healing. The “loved
ones” usually stop attending. Yet, we are here
to support them again should the occasion arise.

CASABLANCA
by Nick Breslin
(Excerpted from his 2007 online book review)
It’s easy to see why this 1942 war-time classic
is considered by many to be the greatest of all
films. The story is fast-paced, sweeping in scope,
mesmerizing with its many intrigues and subplots. It covers war, romance, deceit, murder
and lots of geography. They traveled from Paris
to Marseille to Oran by boat; then overland to
Casablanca in Morocco, where they waited and
waited and waited.
It uses patriotism, flashbacks, music and a
dramatic climax that still – even after three dozen
or so viewings – keeps me in suspense. Is Ilsa
leaving with Rick or Victor? And how are they
going to make the late plane to Lisbon if they
keep reminiscing about what they once had in
Paris? And is Captain Renault going to “detain”
Rick or “round up the usual suspects?”
It is hard to find anything that the movie does
not have. What it does have is abundant.
Two superstars. Humphrey Bogart as
Rick, owner of Café Americaine, whose facial
expressions alone are worth the price of admission.
The best might be the warped, twisted grimace
he displays after Ilsa has reappeared, when he
says, “Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all
the world, she walks into mine.”
Ingrid Bergman as Ilsa Lund, is in love with
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Rick, but loyal to her husband Victor Lazlo.
Four mere stars. Sidney Greenstreet as
Ferrari, owner of the Green Parrot – “he’s the
fat gent at the bar.” Claude Rains as Captain
Renault: “I’m just a poor corrupt official.” Peter
Lorre as Senor Ugarte, the little rat who kills
couriers and steals the letters of transit. Paul
Henreid as Victor Lazlo, the heroic head of the
Resistance Movement.
Two just very good actors. Conrad Veidt as
the convincingly haughty German officer, Major
Strasser. S.G. Sakall as the cuddly, chuckling
maitre de’ at Rick’s Café Americaine.
Dialogue. Then there are the memorable
quotes, still alive after 73 years.
“Here’s looking at you, kid.”
“We’ll always have Paris.”
“Round up the usual suspects” used twice.
“Play it again, Sam.”
More dialogue. It’s so rich in pithiness. Here
are some more of the very best.
“I like to think you killed a man once. It’s the
romantic in me.”
“I told my men to be especially destructive.
You know how it impresses the Germans.”
“Rick, you really despise me, don’t you?” “If
I gave you any thought, I probably would.”
Cynicism. Some of Bogart’s comments,
along with his priceless facial expressions, are
beyond cynical.
Ilsa: “Rick, if you don’t give me those letters
of transit, I’m going to die in Casablanca.”
Rick: “What of it? Lots of people die in
Casablanca. It’s a good spot for it.”
Words. They use wonderful words in
Casablanca like dossier, courier and letters of
transit instead of profile, messenger and visas.
And make profound observations such as,
“Perhaps you’ve observed that life here is very
cheap. It’s Casablanca’s leading commodity.”
”I’m going to miss you when you leave
Casablanca. You’re the only man here with less
scruples than me.”
Rating. How would I rate it on a scale of
one to ten? Eleven, at the least. Which is why
I’ll watch it again and again, and wish that you
do, too. Or, as Rick said to Ilsa when they were
torn apart at the airport, “Now, you’ve got to
listen to me. If we don’t we’ll regret it. Maybe
not today or tomorrow, but soon, and for the
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rest of our lives.”
Here’s looking at you, kid.
Nick Breslin of Jenkintown, PA, is owner of Breslin’s Decks
and Awnings. See his website at BreslinDecks. com.

PURSUE THE WONDERFUL:
The Call of Alaska
by Carolyn Constable
For our 30th wedding anniversary in 1998,
my husband, Ron and I treated ourselves to a
trip to Alaska. Are you going on a cruise? Hell
no, we want to experience the real back country
Alaska.
We signed on with Alaska Wildland
Adventures, an outfitter with several outstanding
lodges in out of the way places. Denali (Mt.
McKinley) Back Country Lodge was such a place.
We took the bus along the Denali highway
spotting a Golden Eagle on her nest, Caribou,
Ptarmigan and Dal sheep but no bears. In our
cabin around 10 pm one night a knock was heard
on our door. Our guide exclaimed, “Denali is
out.” That meant the mountain was visible. We
piled into a van and drove to Wonder Lake at the
base of Denali. There it was: huge, magnificent,
awe inspiring. We stayed for three hours on the
shore of this wilderness waterway, spellbound
by Denali’s beauty. Sunset was coloring its
north face, first appearing white as the snow,
then as the sun sank, a golden glow warmed the
mountain. Shades of rosy pink crept up and over
the mountain range. They called it Alpine Glow.
A bull moose crossed Wonder Lake under the
shadow of “The High One.”
In 2001, we took a small ship (60 people)
through the inner passage of Alaska from
Ketchican to Juneau. We got real close to two
Tidewater Glaciers as the double hulled boat
slipped between two huge chunks of glacier
ice. Observing the glaciers “calve” dropping
gigantic pieces of snow and ice into the water
was a bit scary but totally fascinating. After five
days on the waterways and miles of pristine
scenery, sighting Humpback Whales breaching
and watching bears eating kelp on the shore,
we arrived in Juneau. No roads leave Juneau,
so we flew to Fairbanks and rented an SUV for
a self-guided trek through Wrangle-St. Elias
National Park and Preserve.
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One evening, we drove the 66-mile gravel
road from Tok to Chicken, Alaska. I was curious
about this gold-mining town which still existed.
No one passed us on the road and the only
living thing we saw was a porcupine. The drive
though the taiga forests (stunted trees because
of the cold) surrounded by mountain peaks
was impressive. As we approached Chicken, a
signpost read: “population of Chicken is 25. Nice
people and one old grump”. Chicken consisted
of a post office, a general store, and a bar. The
only residents we found were in the bar and
we opted not to go there. Tucked among the
mountain ranges, adorned with pink fireweed,
its residents offer gold panning opportunities
to tourists. Returning from Chicken, a 10:30 pm,
sunset spread its radiance across the firmament.
We had to stop, get out of the car, and drink in
the majesty of the hills.
Perhaps my favorite trip of the four we
took to Alaska was Bear Camp in 2008. Bear
Camp consisted of several tents surrounded
by a battery-powered fence in the Lake Clark
wilderness of Alaska. A bush pilot flew us in after
showing us some volcanoes by air. He landed on
a sandy beach along Cook’s inlet. We were in the
fenced in tent area and the Grizzly Bears roamed
freely, surrounding our enclave. We were led out

of the tent area by guides who directed us to a
camouflaged platform where we were astonished
to see about 20 bears. The bears were feeding
on grasses and sedges because the salmon had
not come upstream yet. Our guides, a young
man and a middle-aged woman understood
bear behavior and human behavior. The guides
did carry pistols but never in seven years did
they have to use them. One early evening, we
witnessed a homesteader’s dog chase a Grizzly
Bear along the beach right in front of us. The
homesteader explained that his dog was a guard
dog and was adept at shooing the bears away
from his home. For 40 years Wayne lived alone
in the Lake Clark wilderness.
During the 2008 trip, we had another
fabulous experience. In Talkeetna, we chartered
a small bush plane and pilot who would land
on a glacier on the surface of Denali. The pilot
had skiis on the plane and would land near base
camp where the ice climbers started their ascent
on Denali. The pilot landed on a glacier which
was 40 miles long and seven miles wide. It was
extremely quiet on the mountain. A feeling of
sacredness and majesty enveloped me. The
snow and ice on Denali were in huge masses
and very beautiful. Pictures cannot convey the
vastness and magnificence of Denali. Before the

The summit of Denali
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pilots agree to fly up onto the mountain, they
scrupulously check weather patterns. If a pilot
lands, he must be able to depart and cannot
do so in fog or wind. I love the small, four-seat
bush planes and was not afraid at all. It is an
exhilarating experience.
After saving our money so we could return to
Alaska again, we booked with Alaska Wildland
Adventures in 2012 because they had a new
remote lodge, Kenai Glacier Lodge. The only
way to reach the lodge was by boat through
Resurrection Bay. The four-hour trip was alive
with Puffins, porpoises, sea lions on rocks,
Humpback whales and a pod of Orca whales. An
Orca mom with her baby alongside her, surfaced
many times near the boat. Our lodge was
right across a lagoon to Pedersen Glacier. We
were instructed to leave our cabins unlocked to
provide a haven to those confronted by a bear.
The next day’s activity consisted of paddling in a
kayak three hours around snow covered peaks to
Aialik Glacier which was actively calving. We had
lunch on a spit of land in front of Aialik but high
enough for safety. On the return three hours
back to the lodge, we retrieved glacial ice from
the water because the bartender wanted glacial
ice for the Margaritas that evening. Glacial ice
has been compacted for centuries and is totally
clear and clean. The young teenagers in our
group piled their kayaks so high with ice, you
could hardly see who was paddling.

Ron and Carolyn in their Alaska camp.

Both my husband and I feel blessed that we
had a real Alaskan experience on each of our
trips. So, save up! Alaska is calling you!
Carolyn Constable of Chalfont, PA, is the author of
Who Learns Will Love, the Story of Peace Valley Nature
Center.

Coffeeshop Writers Group at
the Willow Grove PA Giant
Food Store
Martha Hunter, Carly Brown, Donna
Krause, Ruth Deming, Linda Barrett
Not shown: Kym Cohen, Beatriz Moisset,
Allan Heller, Floyd Johnso
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Kaleidoscope
FOUR POEMS BY LYNN LEVIN

STUMP

AND THEN

You could say it wore a skirt of ivy flounces still had that much self-respect,
hadn’t realized it was dead yet, kept pumping
sap to the ghost of its branches

On that day the passenger pigeon
will return. Your sunburn will decide
not to become cancer. You’ll remember
where you left your wallet, and it will
be there undisturbed. You’ll forget
your lover told you to hang yourself
with the telephone cord. Your neighbor
with the loud radio will sell her house.
You will know which papers to keep
and which to throw out. You’ll find the friend
you seek at break of day. Thereafter
you will be known by another name.
From Imaginarium. Bemidji, MN: Loonfeather Press,
2005.

TELL ME EVERY
OTHER THING
When the hollyhock sways in the breeze,
I always think a girl
with a flower in her hair
and no face
is walking by my window.
She tells me every other thing about herself,
half of where she goes.
And her blown pink kisses
that never reach my lips:
I can’t get enough of those.
From Fair Creatures of an Hour. Bemidji, MN:
Loonfeather Press, 2009.

that rose like a glass dream. You could
call it a sort of Viennese table or a mess
after breakfast: spilled syrup
without the pancakes. Or that it was the sliced off
breast of a saint -- a wound
with red ants quietly nursing, and
blow flies -- those busy iridescent bruises -swarming in like Hells Angels
on a rumor of free beer. Or
that it was no longer
a plant at all, but the corpse
of an animal. You could offer
that the maple might have crushed
your roof in a storm or that you had to have the light
each morning the way a child needs a big glass
of milk. Or that it was the El Niño winter
that made everything crazy,
made February break into a fever
and the six-legged drunks wake up
five weeks early. You could say that the stump
was a bitter fountain or maybe
a wild barrel of hope spilling
its sweet water over the ivy frills and bark, and
into
the dirt making a kind of dark batter, or
that it was glad to be drenched in its last
wet joy, as if green, or the love of green,
was what it lived by.
From Imaginarium. Bemidji, MN: Loonfeather Press,
2005.
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TO HAIR
Grass of mammals,
body’s italics,
atmosphere of the temporary planet,
nimbus of self.
On a man
I like you best close cropped
at the sides,
feathered back like the shoulders of a hawk.
Intoxicant hat,
if only I could learn
how to stop desiring you,
my heart would be placid.
In a strong wind
you are as helpless as the passionate.
You wave like hundreds of immigrants
from the deck of a ship,
flags on a plaza,
then silver with age
and vanish like cash.
People say
you grow in the grave
giving an afterlife to those who believe
only in molecules,
rewarding the bald at last.
How grieved I am
when I find you lost -on my coat or the edge of the bathtub.
Always the same message there
in your elegant script:
Don’t mourn me, you say.
I have let go and am glad of it.

STRANGE RITE

by Beatriz Moisset, 2006
Lately I feel that I am caught in a daily pagan
rite. They lay me down on an altar in a rigidly
prescribed position; I see human figures hovering silently over me, while a disembodied voice
behind me recites magic incantations, some
magic numbers. A red light traces a thin cross
on the wall. The figures disappear, the lights go
off and on again, I hear humming and buzzing
and the figures return.
Then, the technician says: all done for today,
see you tomorrow again, here at Radiation.
Beatriz Moisset was born in Argentina and has been a
resident of the United States for more than forty years. A
biologist by profession and a photographer and painter
by avocation. she “finally found the way to combine all
these different interests in one single package when I
became interested in pollinators. [Pollinators are insects
such as wasps, bees and ants.] I have been photographing and painting them and studying their biology and
ecology and could probably spend the rest of my life
doing so. The subject is endlessly fascinating and of tremendous esthetic, ecological and economic
importance.” See pollinators.blogspot.com.
She lives in Willow Grove, PA.

From Fair Creatures of an Hour. Bemidji, MN: Loonfeather
Press, 2009.
Lynn Levin is a poet, writer, translator and teacher. She is the author of
six books, including Fair Creatures
of an Hour, a finalist for ForeWord
Magazine’s 2005 Book of the Year
Award. A Bucks County poet laureate, she teaches at Drexel University
and the University of Pennsylvania
and lives in Southampton, PA.

Saul Miller
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THE BLOOM
by Kym Cohen

With patience and love the seed becomes the
rose
Like a relationship begins with a simple smile
Neither knows if it will root into more
But the trust, knowing the sun and heart’s love
Day after day
Promises to be there through all weather and
hard moments
Such joy in the bloom
Watch the gentle opening from the safely
snuggle bud into a magnificent masterpiece
A rose remembers hard moments, and with
thorns as protection
No different from a relationship that works
through past pains
Feels loved
Trusts being loved
Loves being loved
Then gives love
Kym Cohen is a prolific writer who loves words and being
creative. From poetry, screenplays, short stories and even
erotica, her passion for writing stems from a genuine love
to entertain. She lives in Bensalem, PA.

THREE BY LINDA BARRETT

MOTHER
You used to be a strong little woman,
Racing to pick up nannies and grandchildren
In your metallic lavender 1995 Saturn Sedan.
You belied your true age,
Rushing around our white and blue kitchen,
Your walking shoe clad feet pattering around
On the slick linoleum white, blue, and purple tiled
Kitchen floor to make my breakfast
Before I went off to work.
Now, you sit in an Abington Hospital bed
The stark white fluorescent lights of your room
And the sharply bright crisp white of the bed sheets
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Reveal all the deep facial wrinkles and
quickly increasing gray
of your page boy cut hair
Instead of the powerhouse matriarch of the
Barrett clan,
I see before me a shrunken and helpless old
woman
Swallowed up by that blinding white massive
hospital bed
Which keeps you in its overprotective clutches,
Nursemaiding every aspect of your body
While holding you captive under its wires and
Monitors, all speaking the same monotonous
language
Only translated and understood by doctors and
night nurses.
My heart cries out to you:
I don’t want to leave you all alone
With that bed smothering you in its efficient
white grasp
And its beeping and clicking monitors
Serving as your only companion
Along with the constant rushing of night nurses
Who run in on their immaculate white shoes
And shining sterile white uniforms
To make sure you’re still alive to pay the
hospital bill.
I don’t like to see you without companionship,
Suffering all alone in your pain
While asking me through your mouth
stripped naked of your dentures
To get me your teeth.
My daughter’s heart aches for you
Because it really hurts when those doctors
Have surgically removed all that whatever was
left of you
That biologists named and identified from you
Which used to make you female.
As I see you shrunken and weak in your bed,
I want to reach out to you
In the event that our roles have been changed
And now it’s me
Who wants to take care of you
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GOOD FRIDAY CAT SCAN
It wasn’t Golgotha when
I had my CAT scan
at the healthcare center
at Mason’s Mill Park.
White apple blossoms
And pink dogwood trees
Bloomed around Holy Redeemer
I only carried the invisible cross
Of an unknown diagnosis
Which twisted up my body
As the Great Physician
Hung twisted on the cross
I had no purple robe
But a black sweatshirt
To strip off
So that the metal from the loops
Wouldn’t interfere with
The Scan’s reading
Of my brain.
Unlike Mother Mary
Who wept at the foot of the cross
My mother sat in the waiting room
Reading her magazines.
Attendants helped me onto the Gurney
Instead of nailing me
To the cross
As Roman soldiers did the Lord Jesus,
I lay there
Within the metal rotating tomb
Pondering if the technician
Operating the monitor
Could read my sins
For which The Holy Redeemer
Sacrificed Himself on this
Good Friday.

WHAT A WONDERFUL DAY
Ada’s Annual Pool Party for New Directions
White hot sun ignites
July’s second to last day
I travel the Huntingdon Valley roads
Like the back of my hand
Still get lost three times
Rich stands outside
On the corner of Corn Crib and Milkweed
Too good natured to be exasperated
By my constant phone calls
For the right directions
Finally, I arrive at the house
A bright, floral haven
In the middle of former farmland.
The Pool’s tranquil blueness
Greets me
A deep many faceted aquamarine
Gemstone in its tiled setting
Rituals of applying sun screen
Donning of hats
Trying to ward off the sunburn demons
Occur around me
Ed on his guitar and harmonica
Shelly in her 1920’s style pink hat
accompanies him with her singing
Plays serene music for swimmers
Under umbrellas,
We tell tales to each other
While eating our lunches
And Ada serves desserts
Of lemon poppy seed cake
almond cookies and chocolate chip ones
In hummingbird swiftness,
She darts around
Politely whispering if anyone
Would like a drink
In the pool,
I try floating on my back
A far off church chime
wafts through the trees
Reminding me
Of He who made this day
For our enjoyment
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GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE
They give us paper wrist bands
Matching the bright blue September sky
We enter into a world
Where sculpture greets us
On every inch of old New Jersey fairgrounds
Inside, a sailor gives a nurse
A perpetual bent over kiss
As middle school children constantly
stream by them
Metal and stone twist into art
From nudes to abstracts
We become images
Renoir in the third dimension
Sits with statues discussing
Physical fitness around a table
The artist himself
Pauses in open mouthed dismay
Before his canvas in a grove
Because we inserted ourselves
Into his boating party landscape

Willie Cole turns our trash
Into his own artistic treasure
Plastic water bottles into cars
Chandeliers shine with Buddhas
Women’s shoes into goddesses
Of the downtown and of worry
Marilyn Keating depicts nature
In her own childlike, primitive way
She turns bugs into kites
Her Aborigine inspired design
Dragonfly sways up and down
Just like a real one
Nature plays along with the game
We make eye to eye with peacocks
Lurking around in the parking lot
Who peck their beaks at muffins
In the cafe’s courtyard
They refuse to lift up and
Display their various shades of blue fanned tails
Because today
they’re all in a bad mood

An unashamedly naked woman smiles at us
While sitting with her male friends
We walk over Renoir’s foggy bridge
Perfect down to the fog machine
And his floating pink lily pads

As usual for their species
Our guide Rich dresses the part
Dressed in khaki and plaid
Complete down to the functional hat

Turn back because of Rat’s restaurant prices
A bronze general on horseback
Guards a house full of Sharon Englestein’s
Inflatable statues

He tells us to meet at the Peacock Café
At 12:30 for our lunch
I’ll make sure I’ll be there
If I can find my way out of this place.

We pass through shrubs and bushes
King Lear shivers in his spiky nickel crown
and robes
“Untitled” squats down to make her own water
Into the water statues’ communal fountain

Linda Barrett has won several prizes from the Montgomery
County Community College Annual Writers’ Contest. Her
poetry has been published in lit mags Idea Gems and Mad
Swirl. She works at the Giant Supermarket and lives with
her mom in Abington, PA.
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DIVORCE WOES
by Carolyn Constable

To help ease a broken heart
God gives me three days on
the Oregon Coast.
In front of Wayside cottages,
waves pound unceasingly,
reminding me life goes on.
Breakers roll onto sandy shores,
where cliffs studded with mountain
evergreens reach the rocky crags.
Sunshine filters through the
wetness of morning mist.
We eat breakfast watching
the fog lift over the mighty ocean.
An early morning walk on the
wide expanse of sand,
with a seven-year old grandson
finding crab claw “knives,”
and the surf swirling around
our bare feet soothes the hurt
of divorce, a family splitting apart.
God gives me Oregon wilderness,
night skies full of stars,
a dragonfly migration to allow me
to feel His presence.
Days of warm September sunshine,
lines of Brown Pelicans flying over
sparkling Pacific Ocean waters
comfort me.
God in his goodness bequests
his creation to mend transgressions
of the heart.
Each new day, we find strength
and God’s blessings to begin again.
September 3, 2013
Yachats, Oregon
Carolyn Constable of Chalfont, PA, is the author of Who
Learns Will Love, the Story of Peace Valley Nature Center.
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THREE BY DONNA KRAUSE

MANGLED MESS
My mind has been clouded
With mangled thoughts
Sea weed is multiplying
In my brain
My self esteem
Has been lowered
Like a dumbwaiter
Cranking down
As it was shaken
And rattled
Feeling like I wasn’t
Good enough
To be here
I’ve been sinking
Below the surface
Of the earth
The smiling plastic faces
Have been above me
They wouldn’t let me
Be equal to them
I was confused
Tired of being an actress
And have acted
Like I was fine
When that wasn’t
My reality
Too many days
Were in turmoil
I wanted to step
Off this wretched train
I longed to meet
Other people
Who shared this kind
Of life
Some people professed
That they loved me
When I hated myself
However it finally worked
They helped me to
Rise up
And I found the courage
To have faced the day
With or without
My mangled thoughts
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FRIENDS OR FOES
People step into our lives
And leave marks
Some are more visible than others
It’s like a carousel ride
They stay with us
As we rise and fall
On this trial
We call life
Some friends are our
Show pieces
That scream out
Our steadfast
Popularity
Our chums may lead
Us to believe
That our relationships
Are everlasting
Following us
Like faithful
Puppy dogs
Dedicated to their owners
Presents are exchanged
We’re always
Thrilled with them
No matter what
the occasion
Sometimes close ties
Become grizzly
And one of them
May be at a loss
for words
They may be silent
To keep the relationship
Alive
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However these words
May simmer
Inside one’s belly
And at the wrong
Time
They shoot out
Like jets at an
Air show.
When all ties are broken
One may be shocked
At how it ended
With words so abrupt
And hurtful
One may wonder
How to live
Without one another
Quite like a divorce
So many things
May crop up
That reminds them
Of what they’ve
Lost
Sow the seeds
Of companionship
Watch them grow
And who knows
They may become
Faithful.
And give you peace
A spark of happiness
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THE MIRROR DOESN’T LIE
My worried brow
Was as smooth
As a delicate rose petal
Lines cannot be stopped
Are chiseled into my skin
They’re not turning back
Becoming more vivid each day
My chin is falling
Into my neck
I don’t need the extra fold
Is this God’s way
of telling me to enjoy
each day
My son is awaiting
His third child
She’s arriving soon
Wasn’t it yesterday
That my son John
Was born

AWAKENED

by Matthew Forstater
I search
For days
Months
Years
After
A power question
With a powerful answer
Like when the energy fills the room
It bangs
Like an explosion
Cosmic
Or
Not
Maybe a funky beat
Freedom to the measure
As I learn my heart
I learn the seas
And
As I learn to fish
I learn my identity
Power is empowerment
And we must fight for our fights
Because love is at peace
And
Life is at an open door
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Old photographs of me
Prove the passage
Of time
Life isn’t fair
Growing old
Is not my plan
I’m not ready
For a walker
Or a cane
I’ll have to make friends
With the image
Of the woman
in the mirror.
Donna Krause lives in Rockledge, PA, with her fiancé. She
has a BA from Gwynedd Mercy College and has worked
in the mental health field. Her poetry has been featured
in Idea Gems Magazine.

A path
Far and wide
So make sure your guide is your own mind
Or you may be left behind
In the cold
So warm your soul
With the satisfaction
Of mapping life
Through experience
And age
Until
Your past, present, and future collide
To illuminate you inside
And
So shall you
Feel the power of love
And
Your wisdom
That speaks volumes and scriptures
Through your mind weaves a story
Mythical
In every form
It’s amazing to get this feeling
That we all share in the moment
Of true nirvana
Matthew Forstater, 28, of Harleysville, PA, writes “I am
coming from the bipolar frame of mind.”
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WHAT IT’S LIKE TO HEAR
by Carly Brown

I don’t miss a word here or there allowing me
To hold in error a whole thread of conversation
Or sit in wonder as to what’s being said
And feel the uncomfortableness of “Lord why me?”
I don’t sit and smile at my speakers’ witty repartee
And wonder what is being said in surety it’s not about me
And plan to jump and stand in utter excitement
Unless they stand and shout themselves in my direction, and
I can’t miss the soft strains of a violin or delicate vibrations of a harp ‘midst the orchestra’s perfect
pitches and loud overwhelming horns
I don’t fail to hear a baby’s soft mewling
That will turn your heart upside down with love
And how can I ignore the softer voices of writers creating
Nuances for effect to thrill, excite or even feel the fear, and
How about failing to catch one momentous sound that explains
The entire aspect of a speech or a whole group of words
I don’t cuff my ears and strain to hear the delicate sounds of
spring, winter or fall, not to mention summers’ beachy sounds
I won’t need to rely upon a device which translates
Into my ears what technology decides is best for me
I can’t wait to be normal and hear every word
spoken, played or sung that I happen to choose
Carly Brown lives in Willow Grove, PA, with her husband Charlie of 43 years, and her kitten Tootsie. She is basing her
life on a quote from Richard Bach: “A professional writer is an amateur who didn’t quit.” And also, “If you can find what
you love, you’ll never work a day in your life.” She had an operation on Feb. 9, 2015 at Temple University to restore her
hearing.
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TWO BY CYNTHIA MARCOLINA

ENDURING
Why do we exist? I implore
Nightly when it is calm and quiet. I meditate
About life and its meaning. I distill
My poems from random reflections. I think
It’s simple memes and alleles want to
Survive.

SOUVENIRS
Souvenirs remind me of the places
I’ve visited. The gold crucifix above
Our door - Little Flower Niagara Falls.
A sassafras wood carving - Tennessee.
A crystal magic wand - Rhode Island.
A colorful ceramic African mask - PR.
The handpicked seashells - Aruba.
Something from everywhere here in
Our house and front yard. A rock garden
Contains the red stone from Arizona and
White pebbles found in Connecticut.
Cynthia Marcolina writes that “Enduring” is written as
“enjambment” – the continuation of a sentence without
a pause beyond the end of a line or stanza. She and her
husband Donald live in Montgomery County, PA, with
their silky terrier “Gram.” She is a licensed professional
counselor.

MEMORY CHILDREN
by Iris J. Arenson-Fuller

I am there now.
This is the place I could never imagine
where my body doesn’t always obey,
seems more like a stubborn terrier
than the friend I’ve had for a lifetime.
Sure I’m better off than some,
though am not the me that thumbed my nose
at the world, flying through woods faster than
unicorns that didn’t ever want to be seen.
My memories are my babies,
swaddled in striped receiving blankets
Sometimes they coo and the milk of happiness
flows out all around me, making me smile
Sometimes they scream their demands,
shrill and ugly, claiming attention that I
no longer want to give them.
It hurts my brain to remember
and I don’t need to hurt anymore.
These days I want to drink from rosebud teacups,
porcelain, more delicate than my clumsy hands
dared to fondle in my youth
I want to live inside a kaleidoscope
enveloped by colors and shapes my mind
spins into stories that delight and nourish me
I want to forget what I don’t need,
what doesn’t build me sparkling new cities of
white stone,
or pave new streets with gemstones.
I want to be like Tanzanite, a blue-purple stone,
shifting colors in different light, admired, growing
more valuable with time.
I want them all to know that in 20
or 30 years if I can manage it,
I will be mined out, but not yet, not yet.
When it happens, when there is no more of me,
I will become one of their memory children,
more valuable perhaps in absence than
when I roamed the earth.

Bushkill Falls by David Hunter
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Iris J. Arenson-Fuller is a Certified Personal Transformation
Life Coach. Read her blog at
CoachIrisBlogs.com. She lives
in Bloomfield, CT.
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THREE POEMS BY JOSH KOLLERT

THE STRUGGLE WITHIN
It started so long ago,
Maybe fifty sixty years or more,
But I know it started before my mom was born,
It was a story,
About an aunt and an uncle,
Who for over twenty years,
Never left the house,
And buried themselves,
In the second floor,
Of my great-grandparents house,
Sure they had a problem,
They most definitely had a struggle,
Both mentally and physically,
But no one ever knew when the lights went out,
As my dear grandma told me,
For Pauline it was in her early twenties,
And Don was never the same after the Army,
They stuffed down their hurt,
Grudges, sadness and despair,
With fattening food and television,
Never knowing the good things in life,
They went for treatment,
But came back worse,
And uncle Don said,
That the shock treatments,
Well, they were the worst he had ever
experienced,
The emotional toll was quite contagious,
As it drastically spilled over into my
great-grandparents’ life,
And as a child,
I always heard,
Uncle Don and Aunt Pauline had a
mental problem,
I wondered what it was like,
To be so sick and not even know why,
And to watch your precious children simply
sleep their life away,

I never knew what caused them to fall like a
boulder,
Into the boobie trap set for themselves,
But one day I knew their struggle like the back
of my hand,
After I was abused by so many,
I began to ask what is wrong with me,
I called it the struggle within,
A kind of battlefield that fits the scene,
Of only a troubled mind,
I watched the doctors diagnose me with
Schizo-affective Disorder,
And I stopped to wonder,
If only uncle Don and aunt Pauline,
Could have received the treatments that I did,
Then maybe they could be alive today,
To tell me exactly what their struggle was,
They came from a day,
And a period of time,
When people with such sicknesses,
Were looked down upon,
But I in myself,
Cannot bare to look down upon my great aunt
or uncle,
But instead,
I wish the door of freedom was open to them
like it was for me,
As they buried their struggles each passing day,
Never knowing of the hope that they could
have had,
But just like Jesus bore the cross,
So they bore their struggle,
Never knowing of tomorrow,
And simply living just for the day,
To know that one day I had their struggle too,
And all that I wanted to say to them was,
I wish you could have made it.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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THE AFTERMATH
I was a counter made of wood,
Upon it sat a bottle of beer,
And to the rear was the victim of the aftermath,
Drinking and drinking until he thought his
problems had vanished,
I stopped at stop light,
And I saw a silver sports car,
Racing and raging down the road,
Like where in the world did he have to go,
But sooner or later a transmission would go out,
I was a Walmart greeter,
And at two a.m. I saw this man just bouncing in,
Smiling from ear to ear,
But was it happiness?
I was a tractor,
And yes I was cutting grass,
You sped me up so high I thought that I
would die,
But you were having a flashback,
And thinking that someone was out to kill you
I was a 92 year old lady,
Pronounced dead in the Daily Record,
You saw my picture there,
And thought Well, I’ll be damned I’m a
murderer,
I was a YouTube channel,
And I remember you being full of it all,
Watching videos of skunks and opossums,
Just thinking they were your friends,
I was your skeletal and muscular system,
You told me I ache and I’m in my pain
every day,
You took me to the doctor and they said
nothing’s wrong with you,
I was your brain and you misfired,
Thinking you had sinned or had an STD,
But really you were the healthiest one in the
company,
I was your emotions,
So strong and powerful that I left you bedridden for days,
I was that high point,
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I’ll be a volunteer, I’m going to school and yes
I’m a Christian going to church,
I was a nurse and watched them bring you in,
You were so high I swear I never saw anything
like it,
But you told me in that fast pitch voice,
My supply sergeant is here isn’t he and he
wants to kill me,
You made me check the records, the list patients and all the staff,
But I told you there was no man here by the
name that you mentioned,
I was a mother,
Yes I was even your mother,
I watched you suffer day in and day out,
Sometimes delightful and sometimes depressed
and then angry,
It hurt me so much to watch you suffer,
And all I tried was my best,
I was a grandmother,
And I was her dear friend,
She told me about you,
And all that you had gone through,
It brought a tear to my eye,
And as our Bible study ended,
I earnestly prayed for you,
I was a battlebuddy,
I knew you had a troubled mind,
I didn’t know if I could even approach you
about it,
But I was always concerned about you,
And when you had your delusions and tried to
kill yourself,
I heard that they had wanted to take you away,
And I said to you I want to just fake an illness so
that I can go home with you,
Because you’re my battlebuddy and you mean
the world to me,
I was a gay guy,
Yes many many many sons of many mothers,
You slept around with me and laughed the
whole time,
Because you were feeling like cloud nine,
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I was a girlfiend,
I treated you like garbage,
Because I was selfish and failed to understand
that you were ill,
I pushed you and prodded you,
And then I even gossiped about you to my
pastor,
Then he said you’re too crazy to get married,
This hurt me so bad,
I was a counselor at Fort Knox,
And knowingly you knew that I lied to you each
day,
Because I was too scared to tell you what really
happened,
I was a dark room,
All the curtains closed and the lights off,
I was a pair of U.S. Army shorts in there,
And when I began to slide down your legs,
I thought what in the world, this can’t be right,
But then I remembered I was a young man telling you to undress,
I was in every mental institution you had ever
been in,
And I was even the Apple Creek Police,
That drove to Wooster Hospital when you wanted to kill yourself,
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I was a knife inside a bag in your car,
You pulled out with anger in mind,
And then I remember my sharp tip was piercing
through the skin of your knee,
I was a so called friend that bandaged up your
wounds,
But still you had to go to the ER where the doctor refused to give you stitches,
And now I’m a scar on your leg reminding you
daily of what happened,
Yes I’m more than scar, a bottle of beer,
A bad transmission in a bad car driven by a
troubled driver,
I’m more than all those things,
I’m abuse, I’m neglect, I’m pain, I’m sadness,
I’m depression, I’m a slap here and a hurtful
word over there,
I’m bi-polar ii, schizo-affective and even PTSD,
Because I’m all the things that you ever went
through,
And you know what, even though you went
through them,
I knew that you could make it,
Because the trouble I caused you has a name,
Just like any storm,
For they shall call me the aftermath.
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THEY DON’T SEE
They don’t see,
the shame, the guilt,
the total embarrassment,
They don’t see,
How once I screamed all night long,
Going crazy and not knowing why,
They don’t see,
that scarlet letter,
Branded on my heart,
Where once something noble was done,
And now I’m not the same me,
they don’t see,
Or seem to understand,
Why I’m so angry, happy and then very sad,
They don’t see,
What I went through,
To give them oh so much,
And still they think I’m weird,
Because they refuse to see the whole picture,
They don’t see,
What’s inside,
A wall made of brick and mortar,
Keeping all predators away,
from this lowly dark secret of mine,
They don’t see,
How on certain holidays,
I lay in bed,
Asking why, why did this happen to me,
They don’t see,
The frustration, the hurt,
And the never ending loneliness,
They don’t see,
What hurt me the most,
And how I managed just to make it this far alone,
They don’t see,
Because they are blinded,
By judgment and fear,
But they’ll never ask why,
But when they do it comes as a threat,
They don’t see,

How one lives each day,
In fear, of someone finding out,
That oh I’m a little loose in the head,
They don’t see,
How animals and made up people are my companions,
And how the swamps give me solace,
They don’t see,
They’ll never understand why I love nature so
much,
But I’d ask them this,
How would you feel if you walked in my boots,
They don’t see,
How crying and showing emotion,
Was never allowed
And how only the toughest survived,
They don’t see,
All the places I’ve slept at night,
And some nights all I heard were screaming patients,
They don’t see,
How doctor after doctor,
Said I was just making it up,
When really I thought I was dying inside,
They don’t see,
My gender confusion,
And they’ll understand it because they want to
judge me,
They don’t see,
How hard I work,
And how I gave something to each one of them
Never even receiving a word of thanks,
They don’t see,
How I struggle to breathe at night,
Hoping to see the next morning,
They don’t see,
Because they can’t,
And because they dont know,
What it’s like to live with schizo-affective disorder.
Josh Kollert lives in Dalton, Ohio.
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THREE BY MARTHA HUNTER

BORN TOO SOON

In memory of Robin Williams
July 21, 1951 – August 11, 2014
Tender soul,
Sent too soon from heaven,
Your heart not fully formed,
Too easily bruised and broken
in our war-like world.
Taking crisis too hard
Not able to follow the
logical flow
He thanks God
for those sent his way
to pick him up when he’s
lost his way and guide him
back to sanity.
Fragile spirit
Fluttering in the wind,
Blown away to

MY DARK COMPANION
It’s always with me,
It’s claws sometimes lightly tapping on my
shoulder,
and sometimes digging in,
causing wounds that will fester for
days, weeks, months.
It whispers in my ear
depreciating thoughts.
Poor choices
and words that never should have been said.
“Worthless!”
“Stupid!”
“Defiant!”
Over and over until I almost believe it’s true.
Almost.
“Your life is on the downhill.
How much time do you think you have left?
Will your demise be a painful crawl out of life
or a sudden end that leaves no time for
goodbyes?”
“You haven’t done enough
No one will miss you
There’s no point in going on.”
But the faces of loved ones swim into view by
Email, Face Book and Christmas cards
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Who knows where
When the hurricane hits.
Wounded body
Judged and weary
The burden of a lifetime
too heavy to bear
even for one more day.
The light at the end of the tunnel appears
And calls to him,
“Come Home and
Find rest!”
He puts the burden down
and walks the golden path
To what?
He can’t imagine.
Only knowing that his
Body, soul and spirit
Return to light and love.
Farewell my sweet friend!
May we meet again in the land of peace.
Reminding me that there is a life
outside of my dark environment.
A spark of hope that
I am not the hopeless, helpless person
I so often think I am.
What Is A Life?
Giant leaps do not a life make.
It’s the daily grind, the mundane,
The baby steps that lead us on
to the glory of a life well lived.
The crossroads,
Coincidences,
Snap decisions,
Opportunities accepted or lost
to fear of the unknown,
Kind deeds paying it forward
Judgments made with a
Finger shaking self righteousness.
Change graciously or
Reluctantly accepted,
Sacrifices made,
Ferreting out answers to the
great questions of life,
Accepting the risk that
your life should indeed go on.
God grant me the strength to
keep moving forward.
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TELLING MYSELF THE TRUTH
I thought the crazies were gone
Drugs no longer needed
Therapy a waste of everybody’s time as
at this point, after years of riding the couch,
I know as much as she about
what makes me tick and
what to do about it.
I’m fixed
Cured
All’s right with my world.
Then I notice,
out of the corner of my mind,
something that feels familiar,
something on the edge of memory.
An odd request,
A flash of needless anger,
A discontent,
“They’re out to get me because
they’re jealous.”
They wish they were me.”
I imagine myself a mental Wonder Woman,
Able to read professional journals in a
single bound
Choosing esoteric literature and
wading through their meanings,
Mind constantly in mental gymnastic mode,
Proud of my bold, bottom line persona,
The only one brave enough to tell the truth.
Thinking myself a Martha Stewart or a
Picasso,
The go-to girl for any and all world problems.
But later,
in the quiet of my bedroom
when I review the day
ready to embrace my wonderful self
The truth creeps in,
and I realize,
It’s not ‘them’,

It’s me.
Again, I’ve left an indelible mark
In people’s minds
of their eccentric friend,
Or worse,
of their dangerous acquaintance.
And I know that no matter how far I go in life,
Or what truly great or kind things I do,
Like the odoriferous mist of some noxious animal,
The scent of imbalance
Will follow me all of my days.
The eighty year old who,
when her obituary runs,
will have it said about her
that she never was quite right in the head
But she had a heart of gold,
As if that made up for all the rest.
So,
I dig through the closet
where I throw the junk of my life
and find the prescription bottles of medication.
I put in a call to the counselor
And discuss my need for a change to
something that works so well that
I don’t mind taking it.
So I can read frivolous fiction with delight,
Be the listener in a crowd,
Eat to live instead of living to eat,
And live up to all the potential that
my wiring allows,
Unique, beautiful and…
Normal.
Martha Hunter of Willow Grove, PA, is a retired early
education teacher and childcare professional. Raised in a
home that valued words, she has been writing ever since
she could hold a pencil. She writes about spiritual and
mental health themes.
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THE COST OF NOTHING

THREE BY ALLAN HELLER

OF ALL MY DULCINEAS
I had a crush on Jodie Foster when I was 13
After seeing her in Freaky Friday
The original, not the remake.
Tough yet vulnerable
Cute in a tomboyish sort of way
She was, if not every adolescent boy’s dream
At least the dream of one of them.
The fact that she was unattainable didn’t bother
me.
As I matured, my infatuations shifted to “real
women:”
Farrah Fawcett, Jacklyn Smith, Cheryl Tiegs, Bo
Derek.
Sigourney Weaver, too.
After watching her strip down to her underwear
While evading that mulitple-mandibled monster
in Aliens
I was smitten.
But of all my Dulcineas, the one I adored most
Was Lorna Beckish, who was in my 10th grade
English class
And she may as well have been another actress
or supermodel.

THE WHITE DEATH
Prepared for battle, I march out the door
While brandishing a shovel, and a brush.
The ground is covered with a foot or more
Of pristine stuff, that soon will turn to slush.
But I have walks to clear, a car to free.
And do not have the luxury to wait
Until the sun, by gradual degree
Will melt what children love, and grownups
hate.

You pay a lot for nothing.
The more of nothing that you want
The more it’ll cost.
If you purchase a luxury condo
Do you expect to hear
The garbage truck emptying the trash at five
a.m.?
Music blaring from ceiling, floor or walls?
Neighbors slamming their doors?
Of course not.
You paid for nothing.
Now take shaving.
Twin, triple or quadruple-bladed razors
Can become so clogged with facial follicles
That no amount of rinsing and tapping
Will dislodge them.
What you need is ample space between the
cutting surfaces.
And what occupies that space?
Nothing.
So don’t be fooled by “five blades for a
smoother shave!”
Because if the blades are too close
Your shave won’t be.

With frozen zest, I plunge into a mass
Beginning at my doorstep, and I toss
A shining shovelful where once was grass.
Ten minutes later, I can feel a loss
Of equilibrium, shortness of breath
I clutch my chest, succumb to The White Death.
Allan M. Heller is the author of five non-fiction books,
most recently Graveyards of Montgomery County, Pennsylvania (Bygone Era Books). He has also published short
fiction and poetry. In February, 2014, he was appointed
poet laureate of Hatboro, Pennsylvania.
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THE LIE

by Judy Kroll
I am living with a secret that I find harder and harder to hide
I am an imposter who must keep the burden bottled up inside
Although this terrible secret is eating me up alive
I have no choice but to continue to abide
In the shadows of darkness where I‘ve chosen to reside
The lie is safe and sound as long as I don’t tell
While my conscience is trudging through the depths of hell
The lie must be protected at a great cost
Or all that I have accomplished would assuredly be lost
I hope someday to come clean and be forgiven
For this secret I’ve chosen to live in
But for now I am a chameleon, a phony and a fake
One day I’ll confess for my sanity’s sake
As it consumes me and threatens to seal my fate
This lie I will continue to perpetuate….
Maybe someday I’ll finally see the light
And have the strength and courage to do what is right
Until then this secret lies deep in my soul
And I will continue playing my role
Judy Kroll is a mother, wife and freelance writer. She lives in Holland, PA.

THREE BY DAVID KIME

I WANT OUT
I was prancing up and down the hallway
of a locked ward
at a country club facility
for anorexics, cocaine snorters,
weed heads and bipolar screwups
like me
Mr ever expanding head
I was ululating
“I wanna get the fuck out of here.
I wanna get the fuck out of here”
over and over
as the other patients stared at me
one shaking his head in disbelief
another laughing at my absurdity.
Three machismo men
come up from behind
grab me
Haul me back to a room
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full of rubber
put me in
shoot me up the ass
with a major sedative
I bounced around for a little while
seeing if I could ricochet
from rubber wall to rubber wall
like a child rediscovering a long lost toy
I was joyful
despite my dire predicament
I was thinking
What a mess I have made out of life.
They were watching me from outside
and listening to see if I would return
to proper behavior.
A nice mental patient
who complacently swallows his pills
never asking why.
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SMART PHONES IN
THIS DAY AND AGE
Don’t you just want
all them damn smart phones
to drop all their IQ points
become helpless babies
sucking on motherly milk
who can’t google their way
through the streets of Levittown,
the big cities, Amish country
or maybe we could pretend
they just don’t exist
Talk to each other face to face
without screen interruption
Listen to tunes in stereo
not digital
like we did in the early eighties
I once dropped my phone
into dish water
while talking to my friend Pat
it wasn’t very smart
the water rendered it brain dead
I couldn’t even turn it on
let alone call across country
or punch in someone’s name
to see if he or she
still wants to talk to me on Facebook

David A. Barnitz Kime of Fairless Hills, PA, is a poet and
visual artist. His “Deeva Goddess,” one of hundreds
of creations, is made of chicken wire, dryer vent hoses,
cardboard and yarn. His “outsider art” has been featured
in galleries in Florida, New York and Philadelphia. He
publishes “Transcendent Visions,” a literary zine for people in recovery. He runs “Creative People in Recovery”
every Saturday at ReachOut Foundation. For info about
his group or about submitting to his zine, call him at 267524-6746.

MAIL DELIVERY IN
THIS DAY AND AGE
Did you hear about the mailman
who didn’t deliver the mail
to some folks in inner city Philadelphia?
Maybe he brought it home
filtered through it
with a six pack and couple hits
of Colorado’s finest homegrown.
Maybe he dug a grave
for it
in his back yard
declared it expired
like a 911 medic would
Planted geraniums for it in the Summer
and visited it occasionally
after delivering the rest of his route.
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I’m glad he doesn’t deliver to apartment 84
on 251 South Olds Boulevard
I can’t imagine not getting my mail
promptly and in pristine condition
I agonize about waiting for vital packages
like a batch of new personal checks
or the latest copy of Rolling Stone
It was funny seeing this calamity
on Action News
while I was kitty-cat sitting
for my best girlfriend Rosemary
while she was on her honeymoon
all the while forgetting
to bring in her mail.
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TWO BY RUTH Z. DEMING

LET US NOW EAT OUR DAILY BREAD

Thanksgiving Day

Please accept these loaves of bread
the way Jesus fed the multitudes at Cana in Galilee
I am not Jesus, though I was born on Christmas, and
thought, when I was manic, I was Christ, better than
Stalin, don’t you think?
You’ll want to know what’s in these breads
they have no label or universal product code
Eggs are the basis of all challahs, which, Jew or gentile,
Democrat or Republican, I insist you pronounce like the Jews,
Challah!
Now here’s a perfect challah for you.
We add some cooking oil for lightness and don’t forget
the sweetener, I like honey, but Donna and I used agave syrup
from Mexico or South Africa
Raise your hand if your people are from South Africa!
My people are from Hungary, the tough Magyar stock who lived
in the shtetels, but my family rode the seasick ships to America
bringing with them their paprika and gefilte fish
Have I mentioned yeast?
I buy mine in a jar. It keeps forever in a machine called the fridge but
if you haven’t one, you may bury it in the cold ground or under the snow
Forget measuring cups. We have hands, don’t we? Cup your left hand
and you’ll find the perfect tablespoon which is how Donna and I measured
our yeast.
This bread is made with love.
We took the time to roll, with our lovely non-arthritic fingers, long sticky strands that we braided like
Rapunzel’s hair into one magnificent egg-washed braid – don’t forget the poppyseeds – and let it
rise in the warm oven.
Then we turned the oven on, not like the Wicked Witch in Hansel and Gretel, but Donna’s oven beyond the granite countertops
We turned on the oven light and watched carefully until the three loaves were as golden-brown as
camels in the desert
A challah is much more than a bread.
It is the history of our people
Think of this with every delicious bite.
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HOMELESS IN
PENNSYLVANIA
Young
smelling of wine
whiskers growing
on his lonesome face
he camps out in the
little woods behind
my house.

neighborhood for thirst
and to clean his hands
and face, cold water he
swishes through his greasy
brown hair.

Met him as he picked through
my compost heap
asparagus stems
cucumber rinds
what’s left of the tangerines
he walked with a limp
“a gimp leg” he called it
the explosion that took his leg
in Helmland Province
he remembers the roar
of the plane when they
carted him away

Cold ain’t cold no more
when you’ve been to the Afghan.
Feelings are cratered on the
dark side of the moon.
Life don’t matter no more. Just give
me my whiskey, them little drops I
find in bottles in the trash. All’s I
wanna see are those little golden
drops, sweeter than a woman’s mouth.

Looked down at the
denuded straw-colored
land running with stray dogs
he thought, “Be back boys, see
if I won’t.”

Let me dream my whiskey dreams.
See me floating on a golden cloud
a man in a gondola, women of every
nation snuggling close and bringing
me peace, my face buried in their
pillowy breasts, like when mama
would suckle me and tell me
I loves ya, baby Wayne.
I loves ya.

Peg-legs aren’t asked
back. Laurie didn’t wait
for him. The folks moved
down south, so he squirts
from hoses in the

Ruth Z. Deming of Willow Grove, PA, began writing poetry at the suggestion of her grad school advisor, the late
Mike Vaccaro, MD. Her poems have appeared in Mad
Swirl, Literary Yard, Ray’s Road Review and other lit mags.
She runs The Coffeeshop Writers’ Group at the Willow
Grove Giant Supermarket which meets every Saturday.
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THREE BY FRANK KELSO WOLFE

My Feets Weren’t
Made for Color
My feets weren’t made for color
like the midnight blue sky,
‘cause they have shoes that hides ‘em
from every human eye.
My legs weren’t made for color
pants sew them up alone.
They bend at the knees if you get ‘em
and cling to big white bones.
My belly weren’t made for color
it’s full of mother’s stew
a shirt of cotton holds it;
of shirts? I’ve worn a few.
My chest weren’t made for color
too proud to be black or white.
I breathe deeply under a sweater
to break steel bands that hold me tight.
My head is a marvelous color
it’s what everyone can see,
and my hands without their gloves on
look just about good to me.
My eyes too were made for color,
and shape and dark and light,
but my brain is full of judgment
it thinks my two left feets is right.

PORTRAIT
Most people don’t get the chance
to stare at someone’s face
for ten or fifteen minutes.
Sometimes I draw a youngster
sometimes an old man
sometimes a beautiful lady.
To draw portraits you must
learn how to see –
how the bridge of the nose
swoops in
to the place between the eyes
where the inward edges of the eyebrows
rest in shadow.
Studying the curve
of the corner of the lip
and the plane of the cheek –
These features
will not allow cliché
they are right there in front of you
and this time the luck of the chalk
guided your hand
catching the essence
of this soul for only
ten dollars.

LOVE AND BAGELS
The barista was looking at me strangely as I picked a bagel from the basket and began to gently fondle it. It was gorgeous. The clear cling wrap accentuated the smattering of sesame seeds on its plump
form. It was love at first sight. I wanted it toasted; I wanted it with cream cheese. I wanted it now.
Am I lonely? Am I getting any love? Are my relations with pastries one sided? People can be so
bitter. My raisin bagels are always sweet, each one never letting me down or falling for some young
epicurean pretender. I still remember my first. It was plain. A day old. I knew it was love when I
dropped half of it and it landed cream cheese side up. Since then I have loved other bagels. There
was a brief fling with a poppy seeded beauty. I took a whole-wheat to my senior prom. I was engaged to a sun dried tomato back in ’96.
But my raisin bagel is the one. I am hungry. I am always hungry, and my bagel love is cooling off on
the plate in front of me. Soon it will be part of me. Becoming energy and part of my
infrastructure. When this one is gone I will lay low for a while. Perhaps someday I will
bagel-love again. For now I am eyeing up a fresh, onion cutie. Tomorrow I might expand my horizons and have an affair with a cup of soup. I saw some chicken noodle
the other day. It was hot!
These poems appeared in Frank’s 2014 chapbook – or short poetry book - “Love and Bagels.”
A talented visual artist, comedian, award-winning poet, performer and kind human being,
Frank Kelso Wolfe passed away on Oct. 9, 2014 at the age of 45. See his self-portrait on the right.
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THREE POEMS BY DAVID SUBACCHI

MY FATHER
My father an Italian woodcarver spent
his boyhood in an orphanage and his
early manhood on desert battlefields.
Later the immigrant, he put away the
tools and shovelled chips for
more than forty years.
He married, raised five children
and provided for all creating the
home he never had, but
the chisels remained in the drawer
dusty and wrapped in the cloth he
had brought with him.
Then one day with old age beckoning
he took them out again feeling
the sharpness of the blades like
the bayonet that wounded him
in the North African sand
and he carved.
With weakening heart and silting
veins he carved without stopping,
a man in a hurry obsessed with
the desire to leave something of
permanence and beauty
behind.

BAKERS
They worked together father and son
In the gloom of an ancient building
Faces flushed from the great oven
Hands white with flour
Kneading the dough in silence
Each action synchronised
Fresh smell of loaves still in tins
The beads of sweat
Quickly brushed away
With a cautious wink
Dry throats yearning for ale
Then the bag of rolls piping hot
Clutched against my chest
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And a sharp intake of air
As stumbling across
Their coal strewn yard
I ran home blinking
In the rising sunlight.
(November 2011)

ANY SPARE CHANGE?
Any spare change?
Outside our church
Beside our porch
His beggar’s clothes
Our Sunday best
His beggar’s voice
Our Sunday rest
Any spare change?
We have given
In many ways
Any spare change?
On Holy Days
We turn away
From his beggar’s gaze
Any spare change?
We tell ourselves
Crime never pays
Any spare change?
We leave him there
A cruel fate
And pray not to meet again
At heaven’s gate.
(2005)
David Subacchi studied at the University of Liverpool. He was born in
Aberystwyth in Wales (UK) of Italian
roots and writes in both English and
Welsh. Cestrian Press has published
two collections of his poems. “First
Cut” (2012) and “Hiding in Shadows” (2014). Read more of David’s
work and hear him reading his poetry by entering “David
Subacchi poet” into the search engine.
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THREE POEMS BY BILL WUNDER

UNAPPEASABLE
Sunlight haloing his silver hair,
the old priest from St. Mike’s
said you were called home
to be with Jesus and Mother Mary.
But was it God’s plan to break
your young body and char your flesh?
It wasn’t mine. Or your mom’s.
All she could say that day
was you were her only child.
These pointy oaks that shade you
are more mature now, more willing
to accept this unappeasable loss.
But even after forty-four years
I still want to know why
it was so important for you to be the first
of us to go off to war, so ready to die.
Your age-streaked headstone
makes the distinction that you died with honor.
Either way, you’re gone.
You’re a tarnished brass plaque now
on some VFW post wall,
not the freckled, seventeen year old
best friend, a blur in white clam diggers
and Chuck Taylor Converse.
Always a step quicker, you drive
past me to the basket again and again,
release a worn Spalding which spins,
hangs in slow motion, kisses off
the white metal backboard
and chings into a chain net.
You turn, shirtless, sweaty,
grin your I - won - again smile
your mother and all the Catholic girls love,
glistening in that last summer.

Bill Wunder of Langhorne, PA, won the 2004 Bucks
County Poet Laureate Contest for his poetry about
serving in Vietnam. He admits that by the time he enlisted, the war was known as “a waste” and a disaster. When
he entered the war he was neither a writer nor a poet.
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POINTING AT THE MOON
Humid, jungle nights, I’d look up
through the break in dense canopy,
see innumerable stars painted on
a Pollock sky, and there on a throne sat Miller,
stoned again, pointing at the moon, a god in
fatigues
teaching the platoon about Buddha’s awakening.
Miller thought that if he aimed right,
and if the drugs were pure enough,
one night his finger would touch the moon.
He never counted on that booby trap
blowing both his legs off, turning
the rice paddy around him a dull red.
It’s gone now, all of it.
I heard that patch of jungle was cleared
to make room for a Coca-Cola factory.
Miller is just bones.
The platoon never had its awakening.
And me, I only point at the moon
on nights I’m brave enough
to look at that interminable sky.

LAZARUS, RISING
When you are buried, darkness
becomes your dominion, the viper your courtier.
Earth wraps its cool fingers around you,
offers refuge from the hellish Galilee sun.
And you begin to love this beggar’s soil,
dry as it is, each quartz grain, every poor stone,
its interminable solace, the resonance of
nothingness across inexhaustible time.
You wonder why everyone always hung onto life.
In death, there are no more responsibilities,
no more expectations, no Romans to bully you.
This is the real Nirvana.
Then The Promised One breathes life back into you,
and they all rejoice, rip you out of the ground,
it is all noise, blinding light, and your throat
won’t make sound.
Is this what you wanted?
This originally appeared in Broadkill Journal.
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THE COMPASS INTERVIEW:
Bill Wunder, chastened
warrior from Vietnam War
Bill Wunder, 65, of Langhorne,
PA, won the 2004 Bucks County Poet Laureate Contest for
his poetry about serving in
Vietnam. He admits that by
the time he enlisted, the war
was known as “a waste” and a
disaster. When he entered the
war he was neither a writer nor a poet.
Below is our Compass interview.
Q: Bill, what did you think about the war: before,
during and after you came home?
BW: I thought the war was tragic and at the same
time sporadically beautiful. I’d love watching the
night sky over there. The sunsets over mountains, and the people, the people were gentle
and weary from thousands of years of war and
invasion.
I found the war terribly de-humanizing. I
try to let that come through in my poems. The
harsh reality and truth of it making my anti-war
point without preaching. I was never gung-ho,
just scared. I enlisted in the Air Force so that I
wouldn’t be drafted into the Army. By the time
I went (1970-71) everyone knew what a disaster
it all was.
Johnson was drawing down troop levels. The
more time goes by, the more I resent the Vietnam
War. I have some health issues because of exposure to Agent Orange, and I lost my best friend.
So, I would say I’m bitter, and would not support any war we may get involved in. It’s amazing
how we continue to make the same mistakes and
won’t learn from them each generation.
Q: What was your job in Vietnam?
BW: I was a crew chief on a C-7A Caribou cargo
plane. I was required to fly with the plane as we
air-dropped supplies or landed on little airstrips
in the jungle. We’d call it a day, only to find foli-
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age attached to the underbelly and bullet holes
peppered across the fuselage.
Q: How did you spend your spare time?
BW: There wasn’t a lot of spare time. I usually
worked 12-14 hours a day seven days a week.
I was there a year. When we were not working
we either drank beer or smoked weed. Once in
awhile there would be traveling entertainment,
like bands or even an outdoor movie. But mainly, it was boring. I can remember many nights
watching the night sky or the tracer bullets on
the perimeter. They looked like neon lines in the
night.
Never gave writing a thought. I did enjoy
getting letters from my girlfriend.
I loved getting mail much more than writing.
Q: What were the best foods over there?
BW: Mama-san would cook her lunch every day
in the barracks. It smelled so bad that none of us
wanted to try the local cuisine such as fish-head
soup. And the U.S. military didn’t want us in town
to be targets of the VC. It was a rough province.
Q: What kind of reception did you receive when
you arrived home?
BW: I was treated fine, except that my girlfriend
decided not to wait for me and started to date a
guy I went to high school with. I just wanted to
get on that Freedom Bird home.
Q: How long did it take to de-compress?
BW: No time at all, and yet I’m still dealing with
some things.
Q: After you saw combat, how did you process
what happened to you - talk about it? think about
it? ignore it?
BW: Nah, just another day to be crossed off the
calendar. We always knew exactly how many
more days till we went home. A big reason why
we were never going to win that war. The enemy
was already home, they were in it till death or
victory.
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Q: When you got out, how did you start writing
poetry?
BW: I didn’t for awhile. Then I wrote this epic,
pages long, terrible poem. It eventually turned
into my first book. Quite a few of the poems are
fictional.
Q: How did you earn your living when you got
home?
BW: My enlistment wasn’t over when I got home.
I still had a year and a half to serve. I requested
Maguire AFB in New Jersey cause it was close to
home. I should have asked for Hawaii or someplace nice.
Q: Was it hard to transition into your new life?
BW: By the time I got out, I hated the service. I
was thrilled to be a civilian.
Q: What do you do for a living now?
BW: I am retired now. I do volunteer work for
non-profits.
Q: Did the war affect your relationships with
women?
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BW: No. Only made me value them more. You
really miss certain things when you can’t have
them for a year. Try doing without coffee or
chocolate for a year. If you can do that, then try
to give up the opposite sex for a year.
Q: You’ve had a few marriages
BW: I am getting married this year for the third
time. Don’t they say the third time is the charm?
Actually my first wife and mother of my three
kids died. My second wife and I remain on good
terms. We’re friends now.
Q: Did you have any poetry mentors?
BW: Yes, Christopher Bursk.
Q: He’s great. Still teaches at Bucks County
Community College.
Bill, thanks for the interview. We’re including
three of your stunningly beautiful poems within
these pages. The one on Lazarus, who was raised
from the dead, is extraordinary. Only you could
have thought of that.
Bill Wunder’s books “Pointing at the Moon” (Wordtech
Editions, 2008) and “Hands Turning the Earth” (WordTech
Editions, 2014) are available at Amazon.com, WordTechWeb.com or by contacting the author at
billybaloney02@yahoo.com.
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PITCHING IN... This is one weekend Ed and Sharon Quinn couldn’t visit their grandkids in Hanover, Mass. Three of the Geary
children stand atop seven feet of snow on Feb. 10, 2015. Hannah, 7; Conlin, 6, and Thomas, 4. Two days later the National
Guard showed up to give them a hand. Another blizzard is expected. The kids are ready. Writes Ed after visiting them: “There
is no medication as effective as when my 2-year-old granddaughter comes in the house and asks, “Where’s Pop-Pop?

